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PREFACE
"Today, no one but a fool would share the opinion
of Henry Ellsworth, the Patent Commissioner, who in 184 5
recommended the closing of the U. S. Patent Office because
he thought everyth .seful to man had already been
invented."
Elliot F. Biggins, "New Product Developnent--Selec-
tion-~Coordinat!on-
—Financing," National Industrial
Conference Board Report , No. M-0 TFJew tional
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Today research and development is big business. The
United States is spending more money for research and develop-
ment in one year than was spent between the signing of the
Declaration of Independence and the end of World War II,
Since the late 19U0*s the results of industrial research
have been spectacular. The advances in space technology,
weaponry, and other technological advances have emphasized
the point that management can only sense what may affect its
operations about a year or two ahead. This point is further
reinforced by the development of whole new industries, such
as the multi-billion dollar electronic computer industry.
Here the significant point to management is not the fact of
innovation, or even its size, but the fact that the original
developments of computers were made by newcomers, not well
established large producers of business machines and associated
equipment. The well established, large companies found them-
selves forced into the field by competition. Therefore, today
few industrial executives will dispute that research is
needed for competitive survival alone, to say nothing of
owth and diversification.
In a recent report the National Science Foundation
had this to say about research and development:
1

Industry's quest for continued progress in
science and technology to meet the demanda of
the Hat£on*8 aerospace, defense, and welfare
programs, as well as the competitive search for
new products and processes, has made research
and development one of the fastest growing
activities in the industrial sector of the
economy. The spectacular accomplishments in
science and technology in such diversified
fields as electronics, nuclear energy, space
exploration, and medicine in recent years
highlight the crucial importance of research
id development in the modern world.
^
With the amount of money beinp, spent each year for
R and D, managers are thinking more and more about the
results obtained from research expenditures. Today researchers
and scientists have been taking the credit for changing the
world, but what is the real worth of research in a corpora-
tion?
The question that must be asked is whether share-
holders are getting projects or profits, from research.
Research can be an insidious leech on profits and costly
to the shareholder if not properly managed.'
What are the objectives of research and development
in the company? P, and D can be targeted toward the reduction
of costs, improvement in product quality, the reduction of
maintenance costs, the development of new products, better
use of" present products, development of substitutes f
^National Science Foundation, "Research and Development
in American Industry, 1961," Reviews of Data on Research and
Development , NSF 62-32, Mo. 36, September, 1962 (Washington:
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1962), p. 3.
aurice Welles, "Has rch Been Oversold?"
Industrial Research, IV VAarch, 1962), 19,

3existing products and processes, and a multitude of other
uses.
Research is expected to pay off. How do we
evaluate R and D and what yardsticks do we use?
Control is ever present in management circles. A
problera exists in R and D to strike a happy balance between
control, and yet allow a freedom of creative effort on the
part of the scientist. How are some of these principles of
control applied and what are the tools of control at the
disposal of management?
How much money should be spent on R and D? A
company cannot spend so much that nothing is left for tooling
and promotion of the product. A company that spends money
on research without having set aside venture capital for
exploitation of research results is buying a useless piece
of equipment.
XYZ Company, for example, actually was successful
in developing a fuel cell for a specialized applica-
tion. But to fit the detailed specifications of
the application, almost $3 billion was required
for the design of an engineering prototype and
product equipment. Because the budget was ex-
pended in the research, no funds were available
for tooling and the project was scrapped.
1
Dollar returns on R and D investment may be slow.
Product or process improvement takes on the average of one to
two years to complete. New product or process development
may take from five to ten years. fundamental or basic
•^Harold W. Rice, "Realistic Research Administration,"
: : :.--"t.... ' Research, III (Juna-July, 1961), S3*
.
research is a real gamble, for here the scientist is seeking
new knowledge. Yet basic research is what produces new
products and processes which may pay off by profits when
uses are commercialized.
The foregoing discussion indicates to some extent
the wide scope of the problems involved in research, and
the need to plan and manage same. The need is hardly in
doubt, but the how is the question that must be answered.
Three management groups are directly involved:
1. Top management knows that their organizations
must engage in research and are aware that this function
of their business is risky, competitive, and costly. They are
aware that better techniques must be found to evaluate, organ-
ize, and control research activities within their jurisdiction.
2. Research directors who are confronted with project
and program selections are constantly aware of return on
investment and the technical feasibility of their projects.
They must also cope with budgets, capital investment requests,
recruitment of technical personnel, etc.
3. Controllers, while unfamiliar with the details
of research and development, are, nevertheless, concerned
with research budgeting and the control of costs. 1
Willard C. Asbury, Vice-President of Esso Research
and Engineering Company, has this to say about industrial
research.
Carl lieyel, "Industrial Research Today," .;'•.
of Industrial Research Management
,,
ed. Carl Heyel
York? Reinhold Publishing Corp., 1959), pp. 13-14.
*.
Industrial research today is no longer to be looked
upon as a staff or service activity; rather, it is
an operation engaged in creating a product. This
product is technology, a tool that should be provided
at an attractive cost to, and used by, other areas
of the company's operations.
Successful management of industrial research,
therefore, requires taking the attitude that this is
a business, to be managed as a business. Successful
management calls for a careful planning to meet the
needs: proper selection, establishment, and direction
of the research projects, and the careful control
over the costs so that the technology is created at
an outlay that will make it economically useful. i
Gilbert Kelton, Program Manager of Emarson Research
Laboratories, in discussing the need for an R and D
organization makes the following statements:
First, clear-cut objectives should be defined. These
might include over-all company objectives, customer-
company objectives, and program objectives. Second,
a "modus operandi" should be established. It may be
somewhat flexible, but always in keeping with the
desired objectives. Third, the framework should be
such that it will tend to aid rather than hinder the
overall operation. Finally, evaluation and re-evaluation
should be an integral facet of organization in order
to determine the effectiveness of an operation, . . . 2
It is the purpose of this thesis to study some
of the planning, organizing, controlling, coordinating,
and evaluating management techniques as applied to the
environment of today's industrial research and development
administration.
W. C. Asbury, "Establishing Research Projects,"
Handbook of Industrial Research Management , ed. Carl
Heyel, p. 13 3.
2
Gilbert Kelton, "Program Management: Panacea or
Pandemonium," Research Management » V (January, 1962), 60.

',. ..-"DEFINITION
The lack of generally accepted terminology is one
of the major problems in discussing research and development
management and administration* Therefore, before continuing,
and in order to eliminate semantic problems, it might be
well to define the general terms associated with industrial
research and development (hereafter also referred to as
R and D)
.
Research and Development are defined as basic and
applied research in the sciences (including medicine)
and in engineering, and design and development of
prototypes and processes. The definition does not
include quality control, routine product testing,
market research, sales promotion, sales service,
research in the social sciences or psychology,
or other non-technological activities or technical
services.
Research is theoretical analysis, exploration, and
experimentation directed to the increase of knowledge
and thereby the power to control phenomena.
Development is the systematic use of scientific
knowledge directed toward the production of useful
materials, devices, systems or methods, including
design and development of prototypes and processes.
Pure Research is a search for facts and knowledge
without any reference to their application. The
motivation for this research usually is scientific
curiosity.
Fundamental Research is a search for new knowledge
in a general field without any reference to specific
applications. The motivation for this research
usually is the realization that any discovery in
'.
the general field being explored will probably
permit its application by the organization doing
the work.
Basic Research represents original investigation
for the advancement of scientific knowledge, which
does not have specific c< ial objectives,
h it may be in fields of present or potential
interest to the reporting company.*
i?plied Research . Research projects which represent
..tier directed to discovery of new scientific
knowledge and which have specific commercial stives
with respect to either products or processes. Note
that this definition of applied research differs from
the obiectivefj 0? The. I I \ c- •/= ••.:-;. -
Him i mi m. i Mini mmmmtmmm » — . nmmmtmmmm »i«n « i—.^» »*;
Invention . . . aims not at the disclosure but at
the practical application of a principle which may
be fully or only partially apprehended. The inventor
is concerned with immediate ends and normally with
limited problems of materials and methods. In
feet he simply directs and experiments to yield
a predetermined result.
^
The ter -sic Research is generally used very
loosely as a synonyi for either Pure or Funoamenta 1 Research .
Pure research is directed toward increased
knowledge and applies primarily to research activities
in colleges, universities, and other nonprofit institutions.
Because this definition does not take into account commercial
als, it has little application in industrial research.
2The definitions of Research and Development,
Development, Basic Research, and Applied Research are
quoted directly f itional Science Foundation, "Trends
in Funds and Personnel for Research and Development,
1953-61," Review ' Data in Research and Development ,
NSF 62-9, No. 33, April, 1962, p. 8 and "Research an<
Development in American Industry, 1961," Reviews of Data
in Research and Development , NSF 62-32, No. 36, September, 1962,
p. 12. The definitions of Research, Pure Research, and
Fundamental Research are quoted directly from Georg< .
Howard, Common Sense in ind Development Mane
(New Yorki Vantage Press, 1955), pp. 11-12. These three
definitions are elaborations of those adopted by the
Industrial Research Institute in 1948 and the Joint
h and Deve3 ard in 19H7. Invention is quoted.
from James Brian Quinn, Yardsticks for- Industrial Research
(Mew York: The Ronald Pr" " ; y , 19 5 9), • . Wl
'
8Another* widely used terra in the a of research
is technic:-! ,: --:rvice or technical research . When this
function is considered a part of the research activity it
applies to taking immediate corrective action on pressing
sales or manufacturing problems which might have an effect
on corporate earnings.
It is obvious from the above definitions that
research and development covers a variety of activities and
purposes, including: research of new products and processes;
improvement of existing products and processes; finding new
uses of present products; solving technical problems; and
expanding general knowledge. Illustrated below is an
example of the way research and development activities are
classified by a large chemical company:
1. Research—New Products
Includes all investigative costs in this company's
laboratory or elsewhere up to the point where
the product is ready to be marketed.
2. Research—Cost Reduction
Includes all laboratory and pilot plant work
havii its objective reduction in cost of
present operations,
3. Research—Maintenance of Operation
Covers laboratory and pilot plant work on going
processes under control of the manufacturing
department where this wor)
by circumstances such as unsatisfactory quality,
development of a new raw material or factory
processes that are not working satisfactorily.
U. Research—Quality Improvement
Covers laboratory and pilot plant work to




Includes laboratory and pilot plant work perfor
specifically as a service to another tment
within the company or for a customer or prospective
customer,
6. Product Development
Includes work to develop new uses for existi
products and financial analyses of suggested new
products including estimates of production costs,
selling price, and required investment.
7. Manufacturing Carried on by Research
Includes time of research personnel spent in
connection with actual plant operations which
are still under control of the research department.
8. Miscellaneous
Includes all activities not covered above such
B committee work, library, general research. -*
1
"Accounting for Research and Development Coats, n
M.A.C.A. Bulletin , XXXVI (June, 1955), 1376-1377.

CHAPTER I
A GROWTH RECORD FOR A DECADE
In April 1962, the following statement was published
by the National Science Foundation concerning research and
development activities in the United States:
The Record for a Decade. From 1951-52 throy
1960-61, cumulative operating expenditures foi?
research and development in the Natural sciences
totaled roughly $8 billion, about four t .'.
the estimated comparable amount for the precedi
10 years. The $8 billion investment, which
excluded expenditures for plant and equipment,
compares in magnitude with the Federal budget
for fiscal year- 1961, which was also about
$80 billion.
i
Anyone who follows world developments is struck
by the realization on the part of all countries that th
future is largely dependent upon the advancement of their
own science and technology. at is not fully realized is
the rate of acceleration of science and technology.
Research and development performed in the industrial
laboratories grew spectacular rate in the 195 0's. The
trend in funds used for performance of industrial research
!—.. !. *<-!
National Science Foundcition, Reviews of Data on
I. Ml ! ! — II H . « »,!!—.I|.»l—-- l.lMH l| »l .H ill
..'.:.- )- and Development , MSF 62-9, p. 1. Data xn this
section T h~T~*~-~ aril y on material published by the
National Science Foundation. Time periods for R and D
ond itures are expressed in terms of hyphenated years to
indicate a span of one year and to take account of the rang*





and development in the United States for the past eight y
is shown in Figure 1* Research and development in dollars
has approximately doubled in the past five years. This
progress is similar in most industrialized countries »-
Fi 2 represents the trend in the Gros: onal
Product. In current dollars, outlays for industrial research
have jumped from $3.6 billion in 1953-54, to $10.5 billion
in 1960-61, an increase of almost 200 percent. During the
a period Gross National Product increased from $3 65.H billion
to $50H.U billion, an increase of about HO percent. Compared
to this growth in Gross National Product, industrial research
ew five times as rapidly.
In 1960, R and D scientists and engineers employed
in research laboratories in all sectors of the economy
numbered approximately 3 87,000, compared with 2 23,000 in
1954. 2
The total number of employed in company laboratories
in 1980 was about 780,000, compared to a total of 200,000
in 1950. The total labor force in the United States increased
3by only one-eighth during the same period.
Alan T. V an, Matior \ Foundation,
Eleventh /--.,;.- '
j
.port for the Fiscal Year ..me 30, 19f>]
(Washington: u« S • Government Printi] 'f f ice, 3. 961), p. ixT"
2National Science Foundation, .'.. ,f Data on
'eh find Development , NSF 62-9, p. 6.
3Yale Brozen, "The Future of Industrial Research,"
he Jou.;;:~.l of Business of the University of Chicago , XXXIV




Figure 1.—Bxoenditure of Funds for Research and
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61 » Reviews of Data on Research and Development
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Of the total funds spent in 1960-61, industry \
the 1 it spender for R and D, and the Federal ^.rnment
was the largest provider of funds as indicated in Figure 3.
In the latter year industry spent $10.5 billion of the total
$1^ billion spent on R and D, or approximately 75 percent of
the total* The 75 percent expenditure by industry has been
the genera} fctern for the past decade, although the National
Science Foundation expects industrial performance to
higher in the next few years.
Although the total expenditur &r research and
development are still rising, R and D clearly repr its
only a small fraction of our total annual expenditure and
is only a third of what industry spends for new plant and
equipment. (Table 1).
The national totals of research and development
are separately classified according to categories (basic,
applied, and development) in Table 2. The three components
of R and D have remained fairly constant in recent years.
enditures for development have been about 7 percent of
the total, applied research expenditures have accounted for
slightly less than 25 percent, and basic research has been
about 5 percent of the total.
Figure ^ shows some striking differences with respect
to the transfer of funds. The Federal ;• nment and industry
spent the greatest proportion of funds in the performance of







Figure 3.— Sources of Funds used for Research and


















1953-54 54-55 55-56 56-57 57-58 58-59 59-60 60-61
aData obtained from? National Science Foundation,
"Trends in Funds and Personnel for Research and Development,
1953-61," Reviews of Data on Research and Development
.
NSF 62-
9, No. 33, Anril 1962 (Washington: U. S. Government Printing
Office, 1962), p. 2.
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TABLE 1. --Business Expenditures for New Plant and Equipment













% of Billions % of % of
of $ !P of $ HP Investraent
% of
GNP
1923 $ 9.5 9.1 $ 0.13 0.17 1.8
1948 22.1 8.5 1.9 .7 7.6
1951 25*6 7,8 2.5 .8 B. 1











dSource of data* Yale Brozen 9 "The Future of
Industrial Research," Th i l Busi;.' of the
University of Chicane* XXXIV (October, 1961), h3V.
.-
17
TABLE 2. --Funds Used in the Performance of Basic Research,
Applied Research, and Development, 19 5 9-6 G.*5
Amount
Total
Sector R 6 D Basic Applied Development
Total $12,620 $1,150 $2,850 $8,62
Federal Government 1,830 220 460 1,150
Indust. 9,550 JHd j. , y j ^ 7,250
Colleges and
universities 1,000 S 1 330 170
Other nonprofit
institutions 2*4 85 105 50
. ,
n
.„ ., . ,. . .i. in, I, ,„ „. i,
Source of data: National Science Foundation,
Rev iev; of Data on Research and Development , NSF 6 2-9, April
19 62 (Washington: U, S. Government Printing Office), p.» 5.
'
18
Figure 4.—Basic Research, Applied Research, and Development—
remt Distribution of Funds Used in Performance, by Sector,
1959-60. a
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aData obtained from: National Science Foundation, "Trends
in Funds and Personnel for Research and Development 1953-61,"
Reviews of Data on Research nnd Development . 1TSF 62-9, No. 33,




projects and national security. Basic research occupies
the foremost position in colleges and universities.
Figure 5 indicates the percentage distribution of
funds for performance of R and D by industry in 19 61. As
the chart indicates, industry contributed a substantial
percentage of the national pool of funds for R and B. It
is quite obvious that some industries are more research
minded than others, and in any industry some companies are
more research oriented than others. It is of interest to
note that in 1961, the $3.6 billion for Federal projects in
the aircraft and missiles industry and the $1.6 billion in
the electrical equipment and communications industry comprised
8 percent of the federally financed industrial research and
development.
Although it is obvious from the above discussion
that the Federal government is financing a considerable amount
of research and development, the bulk of these expenditures
are in space and defense oriented industries. However, the
R and D performance of the majority of industries was financed
primarily from company funds (Figure 5). Industries that
financed 90 percent or more of their R and D projects with
company funds were paper and allied products ; stone, clay,
and glass products, food and kindred products; primary
metals, and petroleum refining and extraction.
Many of f Lai problems in industrial
research stem from the rapid growth rate of R and D during
'
20
Figure 5.—Percentage Distribution of Funds for Performance of








































Data obtained from: National Science Foundation,
Research and Development in American Industry, 1961," Revie-
of Data on Research and Development . NSF 62-32, No. 36,




the past decade. Host companies boost their annual
expenditures for research by substantial amounts and it
is not at all unusual for some companies to increase annual
expenditures by as much as twenty percent per year. However
,
the management of many companies is becoming concerned about
the amount being spent for product development which does not
pay off in the market place. ause profits are not in
line with the amount of money expended for research, mane'
ments of many companies are looking toward improved methods
of research m t.
In an article devoted to the problem of rapid growth
of industrial research and development, William L. Swager,
Assistant Manager, Department of Economics of the Battelle
Ha.n; Institute, sums up the present research situation
by saying
t
Any living organism, organization, or group activity
tends to get out of control if it grows too rapidly.
So it is with scientific research. Research in its
broadest sense covers the entire spectrum of technical
activities—research, development, and engineering*
The rapid growth during the past twenty-five years
of this continuum of activity called research which
defies further precise subdef initions has been con-
sidered by many to be far from orderly and controlled.
Because of the rate of growth and for other reasons,
many executives consider research to be a serious
managerial problem. *-
. : L. Swager, "Improving the Management of




The benefit -range planning of 11^ corporate
activities | including a total corporate or "master"
plan, are widely recognized. Host nies
any size now have at least a five-year plan. L r
range planning helps insure cont I > of profit
and permits t irately corrective action where a look
into the future shows unfavorable situations develop-
ing* It permits capitalization on opportunities
provided by cha: technological, market, and
competitive trends which are difficult to appreciate
on a year-to-year basis. ipany does not have
a long-range program for its research, as well as
for other activities, it incurs the hazard of losing
position because its competitor does have such a
plan. 1
Long Range Corporate Planm
All research is not good research. A company should
only support a research program if it provides the mo
effective and most inexpensive method of reachir >pany
goals. Thus over-all, both short and long-term, company
objectives will help guide the research efforts of a company.
too frequently the research prog -<pany will
drift toward the studies which intrigue a particular scienti
1
11 and Charles H. Granger, " ent









or toward pet projects of some top executive. These projects
ofte rfcly and do not b any resemblance to the
needs and plans of the company
•
mr5 Fayol at the turn of the century expressed the
need for formulation of I nf -range plans and the establishment
of company goals in his General and Industrial Management .
The maxim, "managing means looking ahead,"
ives b a of the importance attached to
planning in the business world, and it is true
thai foresight is not the whole of ma lent
at least it is an essential part of it. forsee,
• . . r.eans both to assess the future and make
ovision for it; . •*
But why do some managers fail to establish company objectives
*s for proper research plannin
One reason is that goals are often defined so strictly that
potential ret" curtailed due to inflexibility.
And in other cases goals are so broad that researchers have
no guidelines to adhere to and are thus ineffective, to say
the least. Management must define what research is to contri-
bute to the organization and how it is to go about it.
In addition, management must establish a proper
balance between long-term and short-tt. *als. Too frequently
' ement thinks only in terms of the short-run competi-
tive market and neglects the long-rai outlook. Professor
1
'ayol, .' and Industrial M nt
(New York: Putman Publishing Corp., . H3-52
quol Koontz and Cyril O'Donnell, Read in::?, in
-.
.




James Brian Quinn of Dartmouth College, who recently conducted
an extensive study of industrial research and development,
has this to say about the balance between short-term and
long-range goals?
The longer-term, perhaps more important, opportunities
and dangers are forgotten under the day-to-day pres-
sures of market competition. Although development
work can sometimes solve problems which arise from
short-term operating difficulties, applied and
fundamental research can only support objectives
which remain stable for three to seven years, or
until their results can be exploited. Hence, top
management must provide meaningful, long-term
objectives * • ,*
Management expects the R and D department to do an
excellent job in the area in which it has determined the
department should be concerned* If R and D comes up without
a top notch job in some other area, management will probably
be unimpressed. This gets back to objectives. Some companies
have objectives fos ad D, and others do not. Small com-
panies getting started may not have objectives. There is a
strong feeling that a growing company should be dynamic and
free from interference. However, after a company has grown
there should be a stabilizing influence.
X
' James Brian Quinn, "Long-Range Planning of Industrial
Research," Harvard Busine . ., XXXIX (July-August, 1961),
89. The above quote and. subsequent comments in this chapter
regarding the planning of industrial research are largely
the work of James Brian Quinn, Professor of Business Administra-
tion, Dartmouth College. Professor Quinn has conducted exten-
sive surveys of current industrial research practices. The
two major sources of Quinn* a used in this chapter include the
reference above and Quinn, "Top Man. ont Guides for Research
Planning," Technological PI n the Corporate Level, ed.
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It is essential that there be . . . total eorapa
objectives of such scope and vision as to provide
meaningful guidance to product research programs
• • •
In order to establish a firm set of corporate
objectives which stimulate research in the proper dix-ection,
certain long-range planning problems must be considered.
The company must first decide in what kind of
business it wants to be. Here the company must consider the
kinds of markets in which it will compete, and the functions
its products must perform for the customer. For example, an
electronics company should decide whether it wants to be in
the transmission business only, or whether it should consider
many phases of the industry, such as consumer appliances,
industrial controls, information processing devices, etc.
Obviously a "broad line" company will have different goals,
and therefore a different research program from a "narrow
line" company. Companies with top-ranking laboratories, such
as Bell Laboratories, have taken a non-traditional approach
to research and have been responsible for startling advances
in industrial technology.
A second problem which must be faced in formulatJ
objectives is the ra1 -ovth of the company, A company
Robert H. Bowie, "A Lng Product Research Progress








must determine its growth rate dependent upon its particular
limitations. These limitations include personnel, resources,
and markets. Too rapid a growth rate may often be as
disastrous as too little. Companies have experienced a
old growth on the basis of a new discovery and then
collapsed because of insufficient capital and poor organiza-
tion to support itself. Each company must determine its
limitations and adjust growth rate accordingly.
A third factor concerning corporate objectives is
the overall direction of intended growth. A decision must
be made as to whether development should be vertically within
its present market area or horizontally into new areas and
markets. In other words, should the company be "narrow line"
or "broad line" in its research and development efforts?
The decision as to the type of growth intended vastly affects
the scope of the research program.
A fourth consideration is to what extent growth is
to be dependent on research. Research, after all, is only
one of the many methods of company expansion. If growth
through research is intended, the organization and planning
the compar, it be adjusted in accordance with this policy,
Factors which must be considered are (1) that the return on
invi y be longer, (2) operating departments must be
technically oriented to be ready to follow up on research
achievements as they appear, and (3) capital planning must be
flexible enough to provide funds for long investment cycles

27
which are oftentimes characteristic of research activities.
Another factor to be considered in determining
corporate objectives is the desired "image" of the company.
Often a company desires to appear progressive in order to
attract top flight technical people, to increase confidence
in its products, and in general to present an image of
technical progressiveness.-^
The image of a company has through research been
carried, to extremes in some cases. There are companies in
existence today which are involved in research not to produce
new or improved products or processes, but to maintain the
status quo , or to "spend bi«" for research, because it
represents a status symbol. There are other corporations
which have built extravagant laboratories primarily for the
benefit of investors. 2
As a last consideration, most companies have a
natural growth pattern for their future development. Because
of special patent situations, special know-how, distribution
advantages, or other unique advantages, a company may have a
jump on competitors. A company should seriously consider
these natural advantages in establishing corporate goals.
For example, in the c f Litton Industries, although the
1
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company had not been in the office machine business, a
special background in electronics entry into the
electronic computer field a natural growth opportunity.
The considerations concerning objectives, or perhaps
more properly classified as targets O] Is which have just
been described, concern the over-all business objectives.
A decision concerning these by top management establishes the.
broad nature of the enterprise, and th neral direction in
which it is going to move. These objectives should be more
or less permanent and should stand for a number of years.
Problems in Setting Objectives
Although it is ap\ t for >«r research planni
tat objectives must be established, it is also apparent
thai takes are raade in dealing with objectives. For example,
many companies change their objectives to meet urgent competi-
tive pressures. In many instances the organization becomes
accustomed to the management attitude of "profit now, object-
ive later." In other words, research becomes a short-term
service activity without a supporting long-range plan. In
other cases objectives are too broad and general in nature.
Such over-generalized goals are couched in terms such as
"growing as rapidly as possible, diversification in any
profitable field, maximize profits," etc. Objectives of this
type do not stimulate research in the proper direction. On
the other hand, corporate objectives can be too specific.
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Professor Quinn describes objectives of this type as follows:
Some organizationally immature operations overplan
research by setti als in too great detail.
Such goals take either of two fo (a) specific
materials, pieces of hardware, test measurements,
components, etc., demanded by operatic oups,
or (b) step-by-step experimental goals. Such
als occur when operating or staff groups dominate
the research function. The obvious result is that
research is constrained in its approaches to problems
since it is told how to do the job, and not what
is to be done.-*-
All organizations must look ahead and must set goals
for long-range planning. On the issue of short-term orienta-
tion of decision and plans a chairman of the board of one
large corporation had this to sayj
Any damn fool can make a profit for a month—or
even a year—by nutting the organization* s future.
Top management's job is to keep the company
"future oriented," We try to do this by using
a complex of long-term management controls. We
play down the use of current profits and return
standards in any rigid sense. And we purposely
use intuitive judgments concerning how well each
operating unit is building its organization and
technology to meet future demands. So far we have
resisted taking on board members from banks and
financial houses because we think such people over
emphasize^current profits at the expense of future
strength.
2
The point that should be emphasized is that for
maximum benefit to the corporation objectives should be
long-term in nature, based on what the company wants to be
James Brian Quinn, "Top Management Guides for
Research Planning," Technological Planning on the. Corporate





in the next ten, twenty, or thirty years, and how they plan
to grow. Without proper guidance from objectives, programs
will tend to drift toward studies that fascinate researchers,
toward the pet projects of top executives, toward sales
service, or other short-term functions with little regard to
the long-range outlook.
Forecasting
tving established the basic corporate objectives,
the company should look ahead to the forecasts of future
product needs and trends. This is an important prerequisite
before detailed plans are arranged for research implementation,
What types of forecasts and trends are important?
Forecasts may generally be broken down into three
separate categories for long-range planning purpose©!
1
economic, sociological, and technological." Considerations
and requirements of the individual forecasts will he discussed
in the following sections.
Economic Forecasts
Long-range research planning should be based on
general trends in the economic area. The purpose generally
associated with the economic forecast is to ascertain to what
extent the economic climate of the future will allow
1
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introduction of certain types of technology. In general,
this type of forecast will be an expression of the probability
of moving into certain areas.
. { ;[! I ;'-.:• tS
Although this type of forecasting is somewhat less
common than economic forecasts* it is gaining in emphasis
in many large companies. This type of forecasting emphasizes
the ways various social and institutional factors may impii
on a company's future in research plannin . Factors which
should be considered include the nation's demographic struc-
ture, such as the sise s location, age, and economic distribu-
tion of the population five, ten 9 or fifteen years in the
future; the role of the government in the economy | t;
international, political, market, and monetary
situation; and the availability of skilled labor and trained
scientists. Forecasts of this nature have led some companies
into research programs which more limited considerations would
have not indicated. Demographic factors have led scientists
into such field:- iatrice, synthetic foods, recovery
of water from the sea, various exotic sources of food, and
chemical methods of contraception.
Some companies are beginning to orient some
their technological thinking toward arms control.
This move is based on a cha 1 U. S. and
international attitude toward such activities,





billion-dollar business in arms control devices.
In the field of sociological forecasting
companies are enlisting the professional services of consult-
ants and other groups such as the Long Range Planning Service
cf Stanford Research Institute. The most important factor is
that management must not be waylayed by traditional approaches
to research planning. They must take a broad look at techno-
logical opportunities for maximum benefits.
Technological F^ =ts
The factors to be considered in technological fore-
casting are generally in the scientific area, the company's
present and potential customers* and company competitors.
Primary managerial considerations in this area include the
kind of oi^ganizations which will be useful in predicting
technological change, the information necessary for planni
and the problems in forecasting threats and opportunities in
the scientific field.
In forecasting the general scientific area, some
companies have developed grids of all the basic sciences which
b.t potentially impinge on operations. Each scientific
field is reviewed on two bases. First, the company investi-
ng whether the science is showing promise of rapid develop-
st, is mal rapid contributions, or is comparatively
1
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dormant. Secondly, the company evaluates whether the science
is developing in the direction associated with the company's
goals. With this information the company determines whether
or not an increased emphasis is required in the fundamental
program of research and development.
Other companies select specific areas for study which
top management or research directors feel Right eventually
infringe 01 pany projects*
Some companies have projected the future state of the
art in technological fields by using forecasts of critical
sociological factors whose change will create the need, for
technology. With this information the forecaster attempts
to predict future technical needs in a particular fir-
Still other companies use a more informal method
forecasting technological changes. For example, many research
directors say that they know what all competitors are working
on in their research labs.
One of the most important forecasting areas is the
investigation and prediction of present and potential
customers of the company. Market researchers routinely look
ahead three to five years, but often get bogged down in
present needs.
In Quinn's two-year survey of thirty-five major




metals, and pharmaceutical industries, some specific fore-
casting techniques were found. Three of these which he
mentioned in a conference at the Harvard Business School
in 1961, and which could propel a company into new or
expanded markets are;
A glass company considers those properties of its
product (glass) which are unique into it, i.e.,
exceptional tensile strength, chemical resistance,
translucency, ductility, etc. It then seeks to
identify present and potential markets in which
consideration of one or more such properties is
a dominant factor. Its applied research program
then seeks glasses with intensified properties
needed to meet recognized market needs. Its
fundamental program seeks primarily to further
isolate and understand the properties of various
glasses. *
A chemical company invites its customer's
technical and management personnel to seminars
at which they discuss their developing scientific
problems and learn about the sponsor's own current
research programs. The company then tries to meet
defined needs through its own R and D program and
through cooperative research with customers.
One company has a long-range • . . group • • •
charged with long-range thinking in customer and
potential customer companies. • • . They try to
meet future technical needs—three to ten years
ahead. The group claims to be able to spot needs
and opportunities that customers themselves cannot
see....
In general, proper forecasting outlines the potential
threats and opportunities for long-range planning for the
research prograBi. Present research is compared with forecasted
needs} gaps are noted and the key facts associated with these
gaps are identified; present programs are reviewed to see
1 2
Ibid., p. 182. Ibid., p. 181.
.
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which programs are being worked on and if progress is being
de; and past experience is considered in determining the
probability of success for projected programs* With this
past history and future trends and forecasts, planners can
look ahead to what is needed for future growth.
Corporate Profit Objectives
A corporation's principal responsibility is to make
a return on investment on the part of its stock-
holders; to do this they must produce products . . .
cit a profit. Inasmuch as competition is continuously
raising its ugly head to minimize these profits,
steps must be taken to counteract this. The only
dependable recourse in most cases is ... a research
program. . . . The gain from research ... is a
profitable business.-^-
Having set the basic corporate objectives and havi.
estimated the technological, economic, and sociological
trends of the future, management must then determine corporate
profit objectives. Return on investment and growth in
earnings are undoubtedly the most crucial quantitative profit
standards a company has.
The result of profit planning should be the preparation
of a five to ten-year corporate plan involving sales, profits,
and capital requirements, both for existing and new products.
In this area there are four fundamental steps;
:
1
Arthur R. Lytic, "Can Successful Research Be
Directed?" Proceedings of the Twelfth National Conference
on the Administration' of Research (University Park; ';
"insylvania St University Pres s, 1959), p. 61.

1. Step one involves an analysis of the company's
operating record to date with respect to profitability,
growth of cash flow, earnings per share, and other measures
comparison with other -ind the total industry.
Other performance yardsticks might include growth of sales,
profits, cash flow, and earnings per share as compared with
other companies.
2. Step number two involves establishing standards
for future profits. Standards will vary depending upon the
overall company goals, and the company's relative position
in the industry. For example. Company MA" in Figure 6 has
the objective of maintain.- m attractive profit record,
whereas Company "B" should at least be attempting to raise its
return on investment to the average of the industry, or above.
The industry average can be an important factor, however, and
sometimes it can be extremely misleading. Operating ratios
of companies within an industry may vary widely because of
the various types and sizes of companies within an industry.
3. The third step in planning future profits is a
five- or ten-year projection of sales and profits, together
with the projected capital investment requirements. These
projections should be based on the various forecasts which
were discussed in the previous section, and the results of
et research.
H. The last step is a measurement of the need of
new products and processes. This is obtained by taking the
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difference between the projection of present products in Step
3, and what the company is doing now. It is obvious that
financial resources of the company will determine the
feasibility of the objectives.*-
Research Strategy
The final consideration by top management in research
planning is to develop an overall business strategy which
research is to help support. This strategy supports the company
growth and profit objectives, is based on future market and
customer trends, and determines how the company can best meet
its objectives in light of coBipetition, opposing outside pres-
sures, and its own limited resources. The basis behind a
strategic plan is to emphasize company strengths , and at the
same time negate to the maximum extent strengths of the competi-
tor. Obviously, no company is pre-eminent in all fields. Be-
cause of limited resources, each company must expose itself
to some risks and pass up some opportunities.
As a starting point a company must minimize serious
technological threats which will affect its existence. So as a
start, a company should look toward the technical area which
must be protected at all costs. In these areas the company
must strongly emphasize research efforts because of pure
competitive survival.
Next in line in formulating a strategic plan is a
managerial determination and analysis of the areas of company
strengths and weaknesses. Such considerations will determine
where a company's program should be the strongest.
Hill and Granger, Loc. cit.» pp. 39-U3.
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Unless a company adequately assesses its particular
strengths and weaknesses and develops its resources
properly around these, it will eventually be a "me too"
operation, unsatisfactorily trying simply to meet
competition on all fronts."*-
The strategic plan must also insure that sudden advances
by other companies will not catch the company unaware and thus
overlook exceptional opportunities in new technological areas.
There are many problems which management faces in de-
veloping a research strategy. Many executives do not recognize
that growth through research must be backed by entirely differ-
ent kinds of financial and organizational commitments than more
conventional market development or acquisition strategies.
The research approach requires* (1) that management
think in terms of a five to seven-year payback period
instead of the two to four-year period common to other
investments, (2) that management be willing to make
research investments with less certain information and
a potentially higher risk than normal operating invest-
ments, (3) that a flexible long-tertr; capital plan be
developed to meet the unpredictable investment spurts
and long investment cycles characteristic of research,
(4) that operating departments be more technically
oriented and highly coordinated to achieve maxima
benefit from research technology, and <5) that the
over-all organization to be planned to grow flexibly
from within rather than through acquisition of entire
experienced operating units from outside. 2
Another problem in strategic planning is the frequent
attitude by management that the company should continue to do
things as they always have been done. This leads to problems
such as:
1. Companies tend to balance their programs to match
present product lines, sales, or investment patterns rather
than building urograms to meet maximum technological threats
or to take advantage of opportunities
•
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2, Few companies tend to balance their investment risks
by purposely taking on extremely high risk projects. Instead
they tend to research traditional products, using standard
approaches. Although scientists frequently would like to take
risks, they are too often constrained by management.
3, Companies generally define their research strategies
too narrowly and thus do not define themselves adequately
against the eventual costs of short-term technical orientation.
Too few companies have really faced up to supporting the truly
long-term research which is needed to keep U. S. industry in
the technological forefront. i
William E. Hill and Charles H. Granger list five princi-
pal phases in the development of an over-all long-range research
strategy keyed to company objectives. These principles have
been followed with considerable success by both large and
small companies.
Phase I .—Analyze the past record and present status
of research activities, independently and in relation to in-
dustry practices, in terms which are of maximum utility in re-
lating research to corporate goals. Five steps are necessary.
1. Prepare a history of total expenditures for research
activities in dollars, man days, dollars per unit of company
volume, percent of sales, percent of profit, etc. Such data
will establish historical over-all parameters of the research
activity,
2, Analyze historical project activities in dollars and
man days by class of research (basic, applied, development), by
application (quality improvement, new products, cost reduction,
etc.), by broad product categories, by markets involved, and by




3. Tabulate the inter-relationships among the major
elements in the above step.
4. Analyze quantitatively the research activities
of competitors in the industry.
5. Summarize qualitatively the direction and nature
of competitive research activities by broad product area and
class of research.
The results of Phase I summarize the company* s histori-
cal research activity and relates it to industry and competitor
practices.
Phase II .—-Translate corporate objectives into tangible
research objectives and opportunities in the present products
and processes of the company. The object of this phase is to
determine the extent and application of research needs for each
present product. Four principal steps are involved:
1. Establish the R and D opportunities and require-
ments based upon the corporate objectives of volume, volume
increase, share of market, projected profit, projected invest-
ments, etc.
2. Determine future functional requirements for
products which are being produced at present.
3. Determine the opportunities and needs of competitors
H . Determine company opportunities based on existing
research resources and know-how. This will point out the pro-
ducts which are most susceptible to cost reduction improvement
or broadening of product lines.
This phase will show the relative opportunity for
research activities within product areas.
•
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Phase III .—-Devise a program based on corporate
objectives and other opportunities in the present business.
1. Summarize the significant trend in the product
areas involved*
2. Determine by product area the degree to which
basic, applied, and development research should be exploited,
3. Identify major areas to achieve corporate
objectives.
4-. Allocate funds to areas in light of opportunities
and promise of return on investment.
ha se IV * ~~Pvogram research leading to new products
and processes. Here the steps are largely dependent on the
corporate plan for evolution into new fields.
1. Determine the extent of new business required
in the corporate plan.
2, Examine proposed new product areas, consideri
corporate skills, position of the company in the industry,
limitations in regard to resources, and competitive position
in the proposed markets.
3. Determine by means of forecasts of volume,
profit, and functional requirements the way to profitable
operations in the new business.
4, Provide for commercialization of the new product
or process.
Phase V . -—Develop supporting functional programs.
1. Manpower requirements must be determined.
2« Plant facility requirements must be established.




**. A continuing research-planning activity must
be formalized in order periodically to update the plan.-^
The precedin Lscussion shows a definite relationship
between corporate objectives and long-range research planning.
Today with so much emphasis on research, the two are insepar-
able. The benefits of long-range planning of all corporate
activities are widely recognized. In the case of research
and development a well planned strategy will permit capitaliza-
tion on opportunities provided by changing technology,
>etitive trends, and projected forecasts which might be
difficult to appreciate on a short-term basis. Aside from
planned research directed at cost reduction, greater
productivity, and high-margin on new or improved products,
other advantages are to be gained from a planned research
program. Among these might be included (1) better direction
of research activities, (2) a better management understanding
of the research program, and (3) an educational value to all
activities.
Hill and Granger, loc. cit




Proper selection of research projects is the
key to research success. Unless researchers are
working on the right problems, even the most
outstanding research :mnel, motivated, organized,
and controlled in the best possible fashion, will
not make a maximum contribution to the sponsoring
activity.!
Planning for the Research Project
There are a number of considerations which must
enter into research project planning
„
1* Does the project fit the interests and needs
of the company? e must be an in >tion of projects
and company objectives.
2. Hill the results be useful to the company? There
must be an appraisal of eventual use, adequate profit margin,
and cost estimate. Market research must determine the
probable scale of future operations, capital investments,
and new plant facilities.
3
.
A measure of the impact of new products on
existing products must be estimated. Sales personnel can
provide information as to the influence of new or replacement
James Brian Quinn, Yard sti; for Industrial Reseat




items on present products.
k, A check should be made concerning legal and
health restrictions on proposed products.
5. Patents may prove to be troublesome.
6. Estimates of total efforts in terms of time,
manpower, and facilities should be made. Research and
development for a small company often may prove to be too
ambitious.
In establishing projects the following objectives
of industrial research must be kept in mind:
1. To reduce a company's capital and operating costs.
2. To help the company provide high quality products
and technical assistance at a level which will
maintain, or better still improve, its competitive
position,
3. To provide the company with new opportunities for
attractive capital investments and new markets
for new or existing products.
^
Research management must not feel that a company
supports a research activity with the hope that something
useful might come from the laboratory. It should look upon
itself as an integral part of the organization with the aim
of producing technology which will allow the company to
operate and grow.
• A, Lasier, "Planning the Research Project,"
Procec; [in : a of the Sixth Annual . .. ' . - ce on the Administra'cic;
or '; e a .. -ch (Atlanta; 'V .-.titut*. "H8 ~~ : I ! y s
Engineering Experiment Station, 1353), p. 61.
"Asbury, loc. cit.« p. 18 3.

Of primary importance in selecting research projects
is to make sure that the research manager understands company
operations, corporate objectives, and plans for the future.
He must have a knowledge of capital limitations and the
relative availability of funds for the expansion o company
operations. There must be a clear understanding between
management and research as to the method by which research
is to serve the aims of the company. The kind of information
that research management needs is best answered by questions
like:
Is the main purpose to be served by research the
protection of existing earnings from existin
products and processes?
Does the company wish to reach beyond its present
competitive position and establish clear pre-eminence
in its existing field?
Is competition forcing a search for new products and
processes?
Or is the goal to find a new source of earnings
through a broadened or altered investment base?-*-
Having the basic aims of the company, then tl
research director can formulate plans and decide upon projects
:<n the corporate objectives and the desires of top
lagement. However, even with known company policies, the
research director faces problems which ultimately must be
related with company policy. Howard S. Turner lists four
Howard S. Turner, "How Much Should a Company Spend
on Research?*" Harvard Business Review , XXXII (May-June, lgs^),
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facts which are frequently faced by research directors when
decisions on projects to be undertaken.
1. The field selected by man y already have
been extensively exploited by the research teams
of other companies. In this case, the research
director may conclude it would be cheaper to
purchase and adopt the results of research com-
pleted by others than to risk large outlays in
the hope of novel discoveries in a well-worked
field.
2. Or, though the proposed ne^ field is not overcrowded,
the technology involved may make it particularly
resistant to experimental development* If this
is the case, the research director will warn his
man lent of the very large and continuing outlays
that may be required to get useful results*
3. Attractive unit costs for some developments c
only be projected for a quite large initial plant.
Others may require acceptance of a substantial
financial risk in designing such a plant from
experience with the usual experimental facilities.
Alternatively, there will be the unusually heavy
development c - that go with the larger pi_:
plant employed to minimize the risks of scale-up.
U . Finally, a dominating variable that influences
the annual cost of any research effort will be
the rate of speed at which management wishes the
work to proceed.!
When top research executives are properly informed
of the over-all operations of the concern, both inside and
outside the organization, then the research organization is in
a position for establishing research projects. W. C. Asbury










1. Obtaining ideas and developing concrete proposals.
2. Evaluating the ideas and projects.
3. Final selection of those projects which have met
the requirements and have the best chances of
economic success.
i
There is no "best" source for ideas and proposals for
new products and processes. Many companies regard their
sales force as the most dependable source. Salesmen are
familiar with both customer needs and competitive or substitute
>ducts« They are therefore in a position to recommend new
ideas which have a wide application. Salesmen's enthusiasm,
however, may lead them to miscalculate the market for a
proposed product or an improved process, and they are also
frequently unaware of the technical and financial problems
that may be encountered.
Research and development, engineering, and other
departments are also an important source of ideas. Technical
personnel are familiar with engineering, manufacturing, and
use of company products, and, therefore, their suggestions
will take into account technical difficulties which will be
encountered in the design and development stages. However,
technicians and scientists are often unaware of market condi-
tions, and their suggestions must be carefully reviewed from
this viewpoint.
Still other companies find that good ideas originate
1
Asbury , loc. cit.
, p . 18 6.

from outside the organization, by customers, and the general
public. The principal idea sources reported by companies in
• survey conducted by the National Industrial Conference Board
appear in Table 3,
At this stage in the development of an original idea,
there should be a screen! process to eliminate undesirable
projects. Often an organization designates a research project
committee on which sales and market researchers are included.
In this screening process each project should be classified
by type of target. Targets for research projects would be:
1. To find new or better raw materials,
2. To improve existing products or processes.
3. To develop new products,
*4, To develop new uses or new markets for existing
products or for waste materials,
S« To improve manufacture tbods, equipment,
or facilities,
6, To improve handling, distribution, or marketing
operations,
7, To improve research methods,
8, To search for basic knowledge on which future
1
research can be built.
9, To reduce costs.











a. Knowledge of customer needs
b. Inquiries from customers
c. Familiarity with competitive
products
a. Proving ground experiments,
performance records, observation
of product in use
b. Application of basic research
findings
c. By-product of work on other ideas
d. Original thinking
a. •-' stion syste
b. Analysis of production processes
and costs
c. Analysis of maintenance costs
and operating costs for existing
products




C# M ' Ineers, consultants,
etc.
d. Purchase of an operating company
e. Import of a product exploited
successfully in foreign country
f. Trade associations and government
aSource: National Industrial Conference Board,
New Product Development , Studies in Business Policy, No. 4




11. To reduce consumer's operating costs.
12. To Increase sales appeal.
Evaluating Ideas and Projects
The five primary considerations involved in a
research project are: (1) novelty of the idea, (2) utility,
o
(3) usability, (4) research capacity, and (5) costs.
Novelty of the Idea
In determining the novelty of the project, a thor-c
search of available literature on the proposed product or
process should be conducted. This may present some probl*..
in that an immense amount of government-sponsored research
is classified.
A second phase of the novelty search is the use of
patent literature. A patentability search will uncover such
information as clues to unpublished research pertaining to
the project, how the project car; be guided around exists
patented products, information about other organizations active
in the field, and reasons why the proposed project may be
.uccessful based on unpublished results. Furthermore, the
patent search may show that the project may provide an item
which could not be patented.
Herritt A. Williamson, "High Hopes and Hard Facts
in Research Expectations," Re search/ Development , XIII
(April, 1962), 61.




The utility of a project is another factor which
must be considered in its evaluation. In evaluating
project it must do one or more of the following thin:
1. Reduce the costs of production.
2. Reduce operating costs of the user.
3. Increase the utility of the product.
H, Increase the product sales appeal,
5. Produce new business.
6, Determine technical information that will
contribute some other project
Usability
In the pre-projeet stage one of the most important
factors is whether the project will fit into the company's
interest. No matter how good the idea is, it is not worth
spending money on if the results are not going to be utilized.
In general, the further the aim of the project are from the
aims of the company, the higher the level of corporate
decision is needed to justify the project.
Research Capacity
Another important factor which must be considered
in establishing a research project is whether or not the
skills of the research staff and the equipment of the organiza-
tion are adequate to support the ] I project. Some of
the questions which must be answered in relation to capacity
.
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of the organization are: What are the staff and talent
requirements? Are the facilities and equipment adequate, and
if not, what capital ii. tents will be required? How
quickly should the projects be started? Is it a crash
program? What is the deadline for completion? Should several
projects be started at the same time?
Having a sufficient number of personnel to work on
a project is not enough. If research personnel are not sold
on a project idea, the project may be killed. In an ideal,
well-balanced organization, there will be sufficient ideas
and projects so that unwanted assignments will seldom occur.
Costs
The last but one of the most important pre-appraisal
factors is that of the cost of the project. For adequate
appraisal of the project, not only the cost of research should
be included, but also the costs of production and initial
market ii' The subject of evaluation of costs of a research
project will be covered more thoroughly in a subsequent section.
Final Selection of the Project
The last step is to assure that research projects
which are selected are consistent with established company
goals. The process of selection is exceedingly complex,
requires much intuitive judgment, and is a process which
will frequently have no clear-cut solution. David B. Hertz

5^
has this to say of project selection;
In the final analysis, it is the top or controlli:
ent of an enterprise which must assume the
ultimate responsibility for this choice. Certain
criteria upon which to base a critical and rational
analysis of the proposals under consideration may be
formulated. Their use will aid manager.: ent. ...
The final decisions must be reached by means of the
judgment of those who determine policy for t :
enterprise, since completely determinative metrical
formulations • . • will not be ble*-*-
One of the most critical considerations is the s
of the company and its financial status. Two factors which
are of importance in this connection are: (1) the amount of
working capital which can be devoted to research, and (2) the
amount of investment capital which can be made available to
utilize the results of the research efforts. In the fir
instance there should be an upper limit established which can
safely be expended for research in a given period. In the
second instance, companies have been known to invent so many
things to manufacture and sell that they are far beyond the
capability of an organization with limited capital.
Another factor to be considered before passing judgment
on a research project is the competitive position of the
.tern. In this area, consideration must b Iven to actual
or potential, direct or indirect, r >hical and price, and
general economic competitive threats. To evaluate proposed
projects, top management must have detailed information with
David B. Hertz, The Theory and Practi< of Industrial




respect to these factors.
Three preliminary assessments of the possibility of
success of a project are offered by W. C. Asbury. These
assessments offer no clear-cut solution, but will, however,
assist the executive in making a judgment on a project.
1. If the project results in the development of a
new tet not in production, the product would
add to the company's line, make it possible to
expand business, and perhaps enter into new
fields of activity. However, at this point the
cost of making this product will not be accurately
known
.
2. If the project results in improving an existing
product, a rough assessment can be made of the
r»s to the company if the existing product fails
to meet competition. Here the evaluation must
be based on the over-all potential loss to the company.
3. If the project involves an improvement in the
procei • ied in Raking an existing product, t
economics of the change may b€ e susceptible
to calculation based on assumptions a3 to the
type of plant that would result from research
and development work on the project. Here it
is possible to make a rough calculation on the
probable rate of return on the new investment.
2
The above discussion of projects selection has been
based primarily on individual judgments of competition,
financial condition, marketability, etc. Another approach
to the selection process is more systematic and is used by
many industrial research organizations. A number of foram I
have been developed with a resultant number, or index, which
gives the value of a proposed project in relation to others.
1 T .Ibid
. , pp. 12 6-133.
2Asbury, oc. cit ,, pp. 198-199.
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An example of an equation for determining a project
value index for product development is one developed by a
chemical company
:




PVI * project value index
CTS a chances for technical success, on an arbitrary
rating scale 4 say to 10
CCS a chances for c rcial success, on arbitrary
rating scale, say to 10
AV « annual volume (total sales in units)
P s profit, in dollars per unit
L » life of product in years
TCP = total project cost
Another simple index has been developed by the
Industrial Research Institute which provides the net probable





I = index of relative worth
P a over-all probability of commercial attainment of
the goal
H = estimated net return for an arbitrary five-ye
period
C * estimated future research cost
Although the above information concerning project
Cf., Walter T. Blake, "Project Selection," University
of Wisconsin Engineering Institute's Industrial Research
mization, December 13-14, 195 6, cited by Asbury, p. 201.
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selection is unquestionably helpful to management, the
filial selection of a project must be based on whether or not
it fits research int. .tpany -;>. In selecting a project
for a well planned research program, management should consider
the following three broad areas of technology: planning
research for (1) present products, (2) for foreseeable new
products, and (3) for entirely new applications.*-
The process commences with the assessment of present
products, and the technology required to support these products
up to five or ten years in the future. Management should con-
sider markets, competitive technology, and the changing needs
of the customers. Planners then compare present research with
what is needed to fill the gaps. Projects are selected which
will most nearly mee pany goals and fill the gaps in the
shortest time.
Present products are unlikely to fulfill all company
goals, and therefore, the next step should be to consider the
>-)eots which offer new products. Here it is important to
have (1) good data on market needs, and (2) an analysis of
st experience on similar products to give an idea of project
success probabilities and project cost.
In the area of fundamental or basic research intuitive
judgment b lly determines whether a concern has sufficient
1Quinn, "Top Management Guides for Research Planning,"




basic research to meet company goals. There have been no
mathematical formulas and equations which have been found
reliable enough to plan specific fundamental programs*
However, in considering fundamental research projects,
attention should be given to the followir
1, The rapidity with which technical advance
are occurring
«
2, The competence and enthusiasm of company
personnel in the particular field,
3, The availability of qualified persons to
staff scientific areas new to the company,
H. The anticipated amount of information yet to be
discovered in an area,




Another consideration is the life cycle of a product.
A schematic portrayal of the life cycle of a new product is
shown in Figure 7, The time scale shown in the figure will
vary with different products and companies, but the figure
does show a traditional cycle which a product usually follows,
A typical product ereat< loss during the introductory
stage, then follows a period of growth and increased sales,
and profit. The peak in profits is just before the effect
of competition begins to tell. This is followed by a peak
in sales, and finally a market decline with reduced profits.




Figure 7.—Basic Life Cycle of New Products. a
SALES VOLUME
/ ADDI3'IONAL NEW P RODUCT/ prof: IT NEEDED TO SUSTAIN/ GR0" T G 'H OF COMPAN f
/ PRO ?II
INTRODUCTION GROWTH MATURITY SATURATION DECLINE
Source: Carl Heyel (ed.), Handbook of Industrial
Research Management (New York: Reinhold Publishing Corr>.,
1959), Figure 7, p. 17.
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provide future profits to compensate for the fall-off.
Another illustration showing the relationship of
various types of research to company goals is given in
Figure 8.
The final stage of project selection Is balancing the
project selections to meet corporate goals. Management must
step back and take a look at their program and see t>
emphasis is balanced among!
1* Categories of effort. Long- and short-range
als should be supported by adequate basic,
>plied, and development type research. More
fundamental research should be focused on
filling future gaps in technology, and applied
and development projects should be geared to pay
off in the near future,
2. Offensive versus defensive research,
attention .must be • n to growth goals versus
maintenance of present business,
3, Product lines supported. All present product
lines should be supported by programs and projects,
H, Scientific areas. Ensure that all scientific
fields which present threats or opportunities
within the functional activity of the company
are protected,
^
Cf., Heyel, . book of Industrial Research
Mar >:::cnt t pp. 17-18,
2
Cf,, Quinn, "Top Management Guides for Research
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1970
Source: James Brian Quinn, m Tot> Management Guides for
Research Planning," Technological Planning on the Cor'o orate
Level , ed. James R. Bright (Boston: Harvard University, Graduate





With the amount of money spent each year for research
and development, managers are thinking more and more about
the results obtained from research expenditures. Most top
executives feel that a reasonable amount spent for research
and development will return an adequate profit on their
investment. But with growing competition and increased
expenditures in the R and D are , i merit is becoming more
and more concerned about measuring an^ evaluating the results
of research programs
.
In a report of three group conferences held by the
Industrial Research Institute on "Evaluation of Research"
in 1961, the following statement appears:
There is an extremely widespread interest in the
development of suitable methods for the evaluation
of research. Top management would like to have a
fair measure of accomplishments. Research -it
has been concerned with evaluating the effectiveness
of its research program as long as research has been
managed. Evaluation of research has been the subject
of Industrial Research Institute programs periodically
nee its foundation in 133 3,
Top mar; nt has recently intensified its
interest. According to National Science Foundation
data, research and development expenditures in the
United States rose from 5.15 billion dollars in




place the expected expenditure in 197 between
2 and 2 5 billion dollars. This rapidly increasing
outlay of money has been brought into sharper focus
by the recent intensification of the p>rofit squeeze.
Top m oment in this atmosphere is asking:
(1) whether research investments are worthwhile
at all, (2) how research returns compare with those
of alternate investment opportunities available to
the company, and (3) whether the scientific effort
is proceeding with maximum effectiveness.!
As used in this section, research "evaluation is the
process of judging past performance for the purpose of
2guiding future action." Management is interested in judging
research output in such a way that it will assist in guidi
future research and development activities.
In order to ju- ast performance in a taann-
which facilitates the desired kind of administrative
action, results of past performance must first be
observed; the observed results must then be compared
with some established criteria, standards, or bench
marks for accomplishment; and, finally, judgmenl
must be made concerning the observed results and
comparisons. These observations, comparisons, and
judgments should provide a logical basis for taki
corrective action concerning the current pre
for planning future action to exploit observed re-
search results or to initiate a new phase of the
research prograa 9 3
The purpose of research evaluation is better to
utilize the human and economic resources which a company
devotes to the research program. Many contributions should
1
James W. Hackett, "Proceedings of Industrial Research
Institute Study Qrc ieeting. Number 7. Evaluation of
Research," Research Management , V (May, 1962), 177-178.






be made to industrial research management by an adequate
evaluation system. For example
J
1. Weaknesses in plans or in action taken may be
observed and corrective action can be taken where necessary.
There is little consequence in establishing goals, guidelines,
and objectives If the results are/ not measurable.
2. Management may avoid repeating errors and utilize
past performance in planning future programs and projects.
3. The results of each research project may be
appraised for maximum commercial exploitation.
H . The output of technical personnel may be better
measured and the motivation of research personnel may be
improved. If the achievements of research are recognized,
management can provide a stimulus for the entire research
organization.
5. The financial control of research will be
simplified and a better indication of capital requirements
the support of the research program and exploitation of
results.
6. Coordination of all functional activities may be
improved. Continued evaluation of research results assi
in the integration of research programs into the needs and
capacities of the company.
7. Comparisons with competition are simplified, and
the company can judge how it is maintaining its technical

position in the industry.
It is quite obvious that evaluation is important*
Some of the aspects of this phase of research management have
been discussed quite thoroughly by current writers and various
organizations. Some propositions concerning the evaluation
research and development are listed below:
1. Any executive or manager of today recognizes that
research is an integral partner in the existence and growth
of a company. Due to the highly competitive conditions of
today, management is looking for more sophisticated techni'
for the evaluation of research.
2. Evaluations of past results, especially when
compared with past pre-evaluations, are of benefit in improving
pre-evaluation techniques; it provides management with a
measure of the efficiency of the R and D organization, and,
in addition, provides the R and D personnel with an indication
of their effectiveness and contributions to the organization.
3. There are very definite benefits from attempts to
broadly evaluate research and development. Those companies
using evaluation techniques are convinced that they are
improving the research process.
*4. Better records and better feedback of costs and
profits are required for better evaluation. Added effort and
1
Cf., Quinn, "Measurement of Research Accomplishment,"
Proceedings of the Eleventh National Conference on the
'
-.-:, "V :... tion of kcs. . .ill OJni'yersi't'y Park; Pennsylvania
State Univers- t i " 58, 1958), pp. 67-58.
.
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expense are usually required for proper evaluation.
5. Attention is focused on new product output and
profitable marketing of the product. All research is not
successful, and cost cannot be pre-evaluated with a high
degree of accuracy. The time lag in research and development
must be taken into consideration. In judging the value of a
proposed investment, the time value of money must be considered.
6
.
Ho accurate and universally applicable evaluation
techniques are available; however, research may be evaluated
in an abstract or subjective manner by comparing contributions
and accomplishments with pre-established objectives and
criteria of success. Certain phases of research are measurable
in dollars to a certain degree of accuracy.
7. A criteria for success must be established before
proper evaluation can be conducted. Whenever possible a
dollar criteria should be established. However, a crosscheck
involving non-profit dollar objectives should be used whenever
possible. This is because final dollar profits are not
dependent upon research alone.
8. Intuitive judgment is a dominant factor in all
evaluation methods.
9. Top management must understand the methods used
to evaluate research and development. They, after all, are the
ones which are primarily concerned with the contributions made
by R and D.
10. The absolute dollar result cannot be attributed

6 7
solely to research. Other members of the business team such
as sales, marketing, planning, and finance contribute to the
success of a product in most cases.
11. Research evaluation should be. on a long, not a
short-term basis.
Although the benefits which can be derived from
thorough research evaluation is impressive, no generally
applicable solution to the problems of research appraisal for
management purposes has yet been developed. In a national
survey conducted by the National Science Foundation in 1956,
only forty-six companies out of approximately two hundred
interviewed reported having formal methods for estimati;
2
research returns."
Approximately one-third of the companies represented
at a 1961 conference of the Industrial Research Institute
on "Evaluating Research" have adopted formal evaluative
procedures to some degree. The approaches vary fross attempts
to develop methods for evaluating the total R and D effort,
to limiting the effort to but one product or process. The aim
is usually a ratio representing the output in terms of dollar
1
Cf. s James W« Hackett, "Evaluating the Results




National Science Foundation, Science and Engineering
in Am <-..-.; (. in Industry (Washington: U. S. Government Print ii
Office , 1956), p. 49.
I
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profit to the dollars input to R and D.*
Even among the formal systems, most concerns rely
on individual judgments more heavily than precise formulas
and equations. Few claim to have evolved for for
evaluation, and others say that they have not even tried
to find an evaluation formula.
Most companies admit that research evaluation poses
problems which are unique and still have not been solved.
Some of these problems are discussed below.
Problems of Evaluation
There are many differences between the evaluation of
research and the evaluation of more repetitive operations
such as production . For the latter, evaluation is simply a
matter of comparing performance against standards which htive
been accurately product: 1.1 in advance. Unfortunately,
research evaluation is something quite different. One of the
major problems is that intended results are frequently not
accurate enough to serve as standards for performance.
A major problem in forecasting research performance
is lack of repetition in research operations. Even with the
most accurate past data, the time and cost of future problems
is often difficult, if not impossible. Research schedules
1





;..,: went t V (May, 1362), 185.
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are primarily estimates based on broad experience with
similar problems.
Another obstacle in establishing standards is that
not even the best director of research or top executive can
predict what a particular research project will eventually
yield. Except in the most applied phases of research, the
outcome of an experiment is usually quite unpredictable.
Some projects which have been underway for years may yield
dramatic results in a matter of a few hours, or, conversely,
the most promising project may suddenly encounter insoluble
problems,,
Judging the worth of observed results is complicated
by at least three major factors:
1. Research results are often intangible ideas
which require the participation of other functional activities
before they become materially or economically useful. There-
fore, one must be careful to give research only the credit
which is due. Research should not be given full credit for
an obvious team effort.
2. Even after a project has been successfully
completed, it may be years before the full economic impact
is felt. For example, DuPont has introduced within the last
decade several products based on basic research which started
in 1927. It is impossible today to estimate the market
potential of some of these products.
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3. The products of research are mixed and varied,
and there seems to be no way in which the relative value of
one type of output can be compared with another. The lack
Of comparability of results has led directors of research to
search for a formula which will link all outputs in terms of
a common denominator. None of these formulas have proved
completely satisfactory, but some are being used. 1
Currant Evaluation Techniques
Over the years management has devised a number of
methods of evaluating research results. Three dominant themes
are found in current thinking: the quantitative approach,
the qualitative approach, and the integrated approach to
research evaluation. Ala. have proved to offer some advantage
and to contain limitations. In the following pages the three
main currents of thought will be explained.
.-.*
-intitat ive approach
The quantitative approach to research evaluation
kes use of mathematical formulas to measure the profit
contribution from a research and development program. Many
companies rely on this formula technique exclusively, and
others use it to some extent. Normally, the formula relates
one or more of the following factors and purports to estimate
total contribution of the R and D progr




1. Profits from research-created new products.
2. Profits from cost-reducing new or improved
processes, methods, or raw materials based
upon research technology.
3. Profits from improved products.
!
* . Savings from royalty payments avoided.
5. Income from royalty payments received.
6. Miscellaneous profit contributions resulting
from general good will created by the
research establishment.
7. The. investment in the R and D program or
the total investment to bring research
technology to commercial fruition.*
Quantitative discussions dominate the literature on
research evaluation with new formulas quite often appearing.
Perhaps the best known of these is the "Index of Return"
method originally advanced by Dr. Fred Qlsen, of Olin
Industries, Incorporated. This method assigns varyi
isure8 of return to be .red with the estimated cost
of research as follows: on process improvement projects,
process savings for one year; on improved products, two
percent of the sales value for two years; en new products,
three percent of the savings for five years. The over-all
index of the program is the sum of the values of the individual
projects as defined below:
I. R, = (Value of process savings for one year
plus three percent of the sales va.1
of new products each year for five years,
plus two percent of the sales value of
proved products each year for two years.)
* I hid
. , p. IB.
.
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For estimating the potential return of proposed
projects* similar formulation is used, modified by an
estimated "probability of success."
(estimated I. R. ) X
(probability of success)
Value of new products^ estimated cost of research
A ratio lower than three to one in the above formula
is usually considered too low to consider a project worth
while. 1
A lumber c ny classifies its research results
into three groups and rewards them accordingly:
(1) Projects which have been concluded successfully
and put into operation. It is assumed that the value
of these discoveries is four times the cost of the
research. (2) Projects which have been completed
successfully and are. of definite value to the company
in improving operations but on which no well-defined
action has been taken. An example of this might be
inve- tion whi< is kept the company fro nding
money on a qu 'enable process. Projects of this
sort are assumed to be worth twice the cost of the
research. (3) If the project is unsuccessful,
obviously, no credit is taken,
2
A large chemical company selects a committee from
research j, production, and sales to determine the
percentage contribution of research on a new product
or an improvement of an old one. Research is given
a credit amounting to this percentage times the
profit on the item* li aajor Improvement is made
""Robert M. Bowie, "Top Management Reports and
Controls," Handbook of Industrial Research Management
,
;
: I . Heyel, pp. 3**6-3**7.
2
Allen Abraras, "Measuring the Return from Research,"
.
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on a process, the savings are credited to research.
The above exa»iples briefly describe a few of the
many accepted and publicized methods for quantified research
iuation. By far the greatest number of industries use
the qualitative Judgment method of evaluation. Table <4
shows some statistics concerning the degree to which managers
rely on quantitative appraisals.
TABLE H.—Relative reliance on quantitative evaluation
devices. a
Reliance on Quantitative Measures % of Companies
1. Rely heavily on quantitative devices
2. Use some quantitative devices but
de-pavid primarily on individual or
group Judgment















Other companies which do not rely on the quantitative
approach prefer to base their evaluation on managerial
judgments exercised by individual executives or committees.
They simply evaluate by general feelings of accomplishment
or the adequacy of the over-all program. No attempt is made
"Quinn, 'sticks for Industrial Res< '^ch j p. 16.
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at a single quantitative measure of the research and
development accomplishment.
Most qualitative systems follow a similar pattern.
In making subjective management appraisals which are
characteristic of the qualitative approach, a settles of
sonal appraisals are nia.de from the worker level on up ;
the top management level. At each level a technical executive
evaluates the technical progress of groups reporting to him.
The reports and reviews are fed up the line for ultimate
interpretation by top management, ordinarily a non-technical
executive. This top man is thus in the unique position
being the ultimate authority for reviewing the efficiency
and effectiveness of his own organization."
Those who argue in favor of the qualitative approach
have these comments:
1. Individual judgment is as adequate
mathematical formulas* Broad composite managerial judgments
are better than mathematical formulas which £tre based on
inaccurate estimators.
2. Judgment is the only >d of evaluating some
phases of R and D. Such measures as efficiency of research
efforts, quality of output, and the appraisal of current
results of long-range programs are impossible to evaluate
Quinn, "Measurement of Research Accompli shment,"
Proceedings of the eleventh National Conference on the
.>-;".'"
".j'.VIo^ -•f l-e^carr:h >
r




3. Formulas cannot be relied on to evaluate
research. Mathematical evaluation can be used as a check.
on judgment to ensure that all factors of importance are
considered.
A fairly typical example of the qualitative evaluation
process is described in the following manner by a large
chemical concern:
The evaluation of the results of research is
continuing process. Each level of the organization
constantly evaluates its activities and those of all
groups for which it has responsibility. This process
is formalized in some aspects, but quite informal
in others* 'Evaluation of the activity is the
day-to-day job of the research administrator.
'
'In a complex technical situation, it is necessary
to try any method which can be conceived to evaluate
research.* Thus, a variety of techniques is used
at levels of the organization. Mo single method
receives extensive attention. Evaluation is done on
a pro - -am and project-by-project basis.
There is a constant evaluation and re-e tion
by the whole team.
There are at least quarterly meetings of sales,
production, research, and finance people. They
review the past results and present projects of
research by "intelligent judgment.* These meetings
'provide a background by which operating and Research
people are oriented to the company. ' The crite"
used at these meeting's are 'integrated management
judgment*' Economic evaluations are said to be
made continually from the time the idea is first
conceived until final exploitation. The economic
estimat e necessarily broad at first, but can
be more accurate as the results become more concrete.
This concern h --"iodic mathematical




Quinn, Yardsticks for Industrial Research
, p. 2 3
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the total program cost against the total profit
hield of its results. No generalizations could
be made these studies except that the con-
tribution of research computed on this basis
is so far above the star I level as to make
computations in detail unnecessary.
1
C o?i! prom i se a ppr i
A third method of evaluation, which combines both
methods, has been advocated by Professor Quinn in what I
calls an integrated or segmental approach to research
evaluation. It is not focused on the total research contri-
bution, but, instead, evaluates the major segments of the
research program. These segmented evaluations are a composite
many of the techniques of evaluation presently in use.
In this method the total process of evaluation is initially
divided into technical ev L I -ioi . and economic mat ion .
The procedures of this system are summarized as follows:
echnic-
. e :^\lu ation .—This procedure appraises
(1) the efficiency of planned technical results, and (2) the
quality of research work produced. Efficiency evaluations
include qualitative appraisals of the time and cost consumed
in accomplishing a planned objective. Comparisons of actual
times and costs are compared with subiective standards. There
Ibid
. , p. 26.
The description of this segmental evaluation sys:
proposed by Professor James Brian Quinn is explained in
Yardsticks of Industrial Research , Chapter 9, and "Measurement
iron ". ,•:"...'.. .-.;:,* Proceed inf. s of the El eye.-




are no formal standards in writing, but the evaluator judges
on th*3 basis i noe in similar work.
The quality evaluation is a qualitative appraisal
of the skill, creativity, and technical proficiency shown .
the researchers. Again this is a subjective evaluation. No
quantitative measurements in this area have been devised, and
the only standard of measurement used is the experience
the evaluator.
Economic evaluation .— In the long run a company*
8
research expenditure must be justified in terms of dollar
profits. Assessing the profit contribution constitutes
economic evaluation. The profit contribution of offensi
research, which allows a company to exploit new markets, is
relatively easy to assess. Once a new market is established,
;.uators can evaluate the profit or loss by standard
accounting procedures.
afensive research, which is directed toward improving
the competitive position in existing markets, is primarily
accomplished by (1) cost-reducing processes, (2) raw material
developments, (3) waste salvage developments, and (H) improve-
ments In the quality of existing lines. Process developments
other developments which reduce the cost of production
can readily be appraised by standard quantitative methods.
Product improvement research is difficult to evaluate, as there
are no valid techniques for establishing in financial terms
'•
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cost of not having performed product improvement research.
The most useful device of measurement is a product comparison
where the product is compared with all eoifi acts*
Such comparisons show up strengths ( weaknesses, and the over-
all product quality.
In the over-all appraisal of the research and devel
ment contribution, Professor Qu as this to say:
Evaluators should develop • • • tools for measuri;
and evaluating the output of each important segment
of the research ram rather than devices for assess
<
negate research contributions. Quantitative devices
should be used in making segmental evaluations where
they are helpful in making decisions concerning the
particular aspect of the program being evaluate*
,
but mathematical techniques should be avoided where
they do not measure what they purport to assess. In
the evaluation of some aspects of research output
quantitative techniques are extremely helpful,
many others ust rely on well-foil]
subjective judgment:.
Different criteria and different techniques are
required to appraise each important segment of an
industrial research pr- . One can no more sum
all of these techniques and criteria into a single
measure of research effectiveness than he can sum
oranges and locomotive i ind have anything but the
same oranges and locomotives. Appraisals of research
complishment should carefully assess each major
segment of research output. Only the broad composite
judgments of qualifie- ividuals can sum and integrate
these appraisals into an assessment of over-all research
effectiveness, -^





Research and development activities are becoming
major functions in many companies. This has been emphasized
by the large sums of money spent annually for research and
development, the sizeable research organizations in many
companies, and the high proportion of income which is attri-
butable to products that have emerged from past research.
In addition to managerial planning with which to
guide research efforts toward company goals and objectives,
there is a definite need for control to prevent deviation
from established objectives. Dr. Merritt A. Williamson, Dean,
College of Engineering and Architecutre, the Pennsylvania
State University makes the following \ tement concern!'
the control of research activities:
I realize full well that in R and D activities
the word "control" is considered a nasty word.
But the fact remains that control is everywhere.
Most R and D direc I know try hard to raaintai
control over their operations, but they usually
keep quiet about it and they do not discuss in
detail the procedures they use. In fact, I doubt
that many of them think of their operations as
acting control. The problem in R and D
Hia r is how to strike the critical balance




so that creative effort is not stifled in
the process »"*•
Planning and control seem to be synonymous with the
word management. The planning phases have been ed in
Chapter II, and this paper would hardly be complete without
some discussion of control. Mana t writers during the
tad© or more have emphasized the need for plan]
directing, controlling, evaluating, and appraising. An
aination of various writings show there are many definitions
the word "control." The various definitions, the techniques
of control presently employed , and the purposes of control
are too numerous and varied, and, therefore, are beyond the
scope of this paper. However, most writers do agree that con-
trol must exist in practice for profitable, effective, and
efficient operations. It is all reed that control is
obtained, by means of one or more of the following managerial
tools: policies, organization, procedures, standards,
records, reports, and t :s.
One of the most effective means of exercising control
of research and development activities is by controlling the
application and amount of funds available. The following
section will deal with some of the financial control aspects,
specifically the R and D budget and cost control techniques.
Merritt A. Wil3 &on t "Instituting Effective R
and D Mana -t Controls," Research/Development , XIII
(November, 1962), 39-40,
'
The Ization of the Research Function
The purpose of research has been defined in terms of
the responsibility of management "to provide the technical
leadership necessary in order for the company to earn a
satisfactory return on its invested capital, both this year
and es lly down through the years to come." 1
This responsibility can be restated in the form
of three objectives;
1. To maintain the compan ' resti d profits
by keeping existing products competitive, in
quality and pric
2. To improve the company's competitive position
and increase profits by develc . new products
that replace or supplement existing, products
and by improving present products to a point
where they have greater acceptability in the
market.
3. To explore possibilities for expansion into
related or unrelated fields that offer opportunity
for substantial profits.
^
The relative emphasis placed on the above objectiv
varies among companies. The diversity of activities and
purposes, therefore, tends toward various method of controlling
and accounting in industry. Furthermore, it is difficult
to assign costs to products and to measure results as descri
'
Com;
Ralph H. Hartley, "Translating the Economic Aspects of
..._iy Policy into Research Policy," paper read before Fifth
Annual Conference of Industrial Research, Columbia University,
19 54 quoted in "Accounting for Research and Development Costs,"
CVj . bulletin , XXXVI (June, 19 55), 1377.
2 Ibid., p? . 1377-1378.
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in a previous section. The principal reasons are that the
outcome of research is always somewhat uncertain, and usually
there is an appreciable time lag between the incurrence of
research costs and the realization of benefits
.
Due to the importance of research today, most
companies have established separate organizational units with
specific functional responsibilities. While the 3ize of the
company, the scope of the research program, company objectives,
and the type of research all affect the functional organiza-
tion, there is a general pattern in the practices of most
parties* Research and development is ordinarily distinguished
from regular operating functions which are performed by
engineers and other technical personnel. The head of the
department is usually sufficiently high in the
rinization of the company so that research personnel are
able to concentrate on genuine research problems without bei
diverted to solve problems of a routine technical nature.
A typical organizational plan is illustrated in the following
example:
A large manufacturer of mechanical product
three operating divisions iized by products and
markets. Three central staff departments (central
production staff, central marketing staff, central
engineering staff) headed by vice-presidents have
been created to serve the operating division) .
General and basic research functions are headed
by a director of research who reports to the vice-






staff. In addition, each operating division includes
a product development department responsible for
experimental aimed at improving exist;
products and manufacturing processes,!
The organization of internal budgeting and accounting
functions within the research activity is largely dependent
upon the size of the company and its research laboratories.
In larger organizations budgeting and accounting functions
are separated from the technical functions. However, regardless
of whether the executive in charge of research has his own
•inistrative staff or utilizes a central administrative
service de ent, he is responsible for the financial plans
of the research and development budget. One company manual
of budget procedures states that:
Annually, budgets cover research expense are
prepared under direction of the Research Director's
Office, with assistance of the Office and Service
Manager of the research center and of the corporate
budgeting and accounting department,
^
The above statement points to the fact that decisions
concerning application of research funds are made by line
management.
The Research Budget
Dr. Merritt A. Williamson makes the following
statement concerning the budget us a management control tool:
1





, bulletin , XXXVI (June, 1955), 137 9.'
2
Ibid. » p. 1333.
••
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In my opinion, the most effective method of control
the distribution and allocation of that important
item known as money. If an area receives no support
it cannot get < of control! A budget may be defined
as a basic business policy stated in accounting terms.
It does not come naturally to research men to think
of their assignment in budgetary terms, but for those
who are removed from the work at hand, the best indica-
tion of what is going on may be obtained by a study
of actual expenditures and a comparison with budgeted
expenditures. Such data are used as means of control
and they deserve very careful attention in their
preparation and their periodic repoi^ting. If a
manager at any level underste 'he true nature of
a budget, it can do wonders for him and his group.
1
Dr. Williamson <md many other management writers
ee that the principal financial control tool I research
activities is the budget* By means of the budget, management
ean control the amount of money spent and can so es
direct the way money is spent. One company surveyed by the
clonal Association of Cost Accountants had this to say
concerning control by budget:
Control is exercised primarily by hav op
management set an appropriation which is a
ximura not to be exceeded because it has been
determined by the financial position of the company.
This is then broken down and similar maximums are
set for projects and jobs under each project* These
allowances are not to be exceeded without authoriza-
tion, but the pro; within the annual appropriation
are reviewed froi I >e to time. . . . 2
Ud ;e t ary bj ec t iy <
In current literature it is constantly stated that,
1
srritt A. Williamson, "Institutin. active R £ D
Management Controls," Resear h/Development » XIII ( ber,
1962), 42.
' •./•.'.•.-. Bulletin (June, 1955), p. 1394.
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be effect i anient must plan, coordinate, and
control; practice management by exception; improve communica-
tions; delegate authority; etc, A budgetary planning and
control program is a system where all aspects of management
are brought into a coordinated whole. Some of the results
from a well thought-out budget program are summarized by
B. F. Coggan, Vice President of Convair:
1* Such a program should take the . • • plans of
company and tie th unified whole.
... It requires definition of objectives
and setting up a program to carry out these
objectives.
2. The budget program should bring about a coordination
of activities . . • to carry out the over-all plan.
3. The budget program should be a means of control to
carry out the over-all plan* Responsibility should
be assigned for each kind of expenditure. Budget
reports should measure performance against the
approved plan. aviations from the plan should
be quickly detected, analyzed, and remedies .
The budget pi hould promote more economical
use of worki 1.
5. The budget pr m should reduce waste and
promote efficiency.
6. The budget program should place responsibility
for action on ; who have been assigned the task,
7. The budget progra mid bring about better
busin by reducing plans to figures.
8. The budget program should flag possible trouble
areas,
9. The budget program should provide a means of
determining financing needs*
*
^B. F. C i, "What Management Expects from the
Budget v * business Budgeting * VI (January, 19 55), 13,

8 6
Budgeting is a financial plan which establishes
a working understanding between individuals. For example,
management fi ives the subordinate a job to be done; the
subordinate plans the job and submits recommendations to
management; and the two agree on a budget to guide in the
execution of the plan. A proper budget philosophy encourages
independent thought and generates ideas. A budget is an
operational plan stated in Area, the indispensable
preliminary to control and cost reduction.
Prior to World War II it was thought that planr,
research and development would stifle creativity. However,
with the pressures of wartime and the increased industrial
outlays for research , better planning techniques were required.
As a result, major research programs were broken down
) elements. These various elements were assigned as the
responsibilities of individual scientists. All of the various
elements were combined into a coordinated plan called a
program. Careful! . nned schedules were set up lead in]
toward the major programs and objectives. As time went on,
nagement became well aware that this planning for research
much more, efficient and effective than previous, less
formal methods.
It became obvious that if all ph of the research
effort could be planr fid scheduled effectively, the funds
could also be scheduled equally well. This led to research
»
James L. ce» "Control by Budget," The Controller
,
XXV (July, 1957), 328.
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gating* Since the y stages of World War II research
budgeting has been accepted by more than seventy percent oi
research sponsoring institutions as an aid to planning R and D
activities. Most of the. remaining thirty percent are quite
;1I and therefore do not require the formal techniques of
planning and budgeting*
The research budget is primarily a planning tool
which allows management to plan and guide research in the
desired direction. In other words, management controls research
activities by limiting the research budget. Specifically,
budgeting assists research planning in several wayss
1, It insures periodic review of research programs,
by control of expenses before, rather than after, they are
incurred. Managers are forced to periodically review and
replan their programs to conform with the budget. Two very
important aspects of this periodic review is that programs
cannot be allowed to grow haphazardly for extended periods of
time, and the review at periodic intervals stimulates
researchers to show progress.
2. It forces the manager to plan programs more con-
cretely. The careful plarmin scheduling required by
all research personnel to interrelate all
aspects of the research program and various activities. In
James Brian Quinn, "Budgeting for Research,"
'
<;ok of - . : . - . management
, p. 2 61.
•
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that researchers from all levels must their activities,
- more mindful of the need of progress toward goals
and objectives and the price of this progress.
3, It helps to coordinate research activities with
-range corporate plans, goals, and objective .
The important balance between program segments must be watched.
The bu allows adjustment of expenditures between various
pre mts. ' -thod of showing how much effort is
being devoted to various segments of the research program is
shown in table 5, which is called a research balance sheet.
In addition, the budget encourages the exchange of ideas
during the planning stage. In short, the budget is a major
device for coordinating the plans for the entire organization.



















Fundamental 2 3 - 1 2 2 - 4 1 15
Applied 10 7 3 9 7 5 4 1 4 50
Development 6 2 4 7 1 3 2 2 8 35
for
Product Line 12 7 17 10 10 6 7 .
Total (%) 3 7 37 26 100
a«Source: James Quinn, "Budgeting for Research,"
iandbook of Industrial Resc i t« ed. Carl Heyel,
ruin , ii ii, . m i . .,_ .. . . ,,!
-- *
. . 1, Pi 284*
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iiow much to spenc
In developing the research budget many companies use
a fixed percentage of projected sales. The advantages of
this method are: (1) simplicity, (2) general availability
of projected sales data, and (3) the ability to keep research
expenditures within available funds. The major disadvantc
of this system is that whenever sales forecasts show a down*
ward trend, researchers are forced into curtailing prograr
Cutting back on programs has an adverse effect on long-ran
projects and injures the continuity and organisational stabi-
lity needed for effective research. Generally a decline in
sales indicates a need for more, not less, research. The
ority of research managers feel that sales projections
should be used as a yardstick, but should not be adhered
to rigidly.
The relation of research and development to net sales
is probably the most widely used measure of the importance
of R and D activities within a company or within an industry.
This relationship provides a common denominator by which
management of a company can compare R and D activities with
that of the industry. Individual companies try to match
or exceed the average ratio for the industry. The results
of a recent study conducted by the National Science Foundation
are shown in Table 8
,
Another meth ning research budgets is
.•
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TABLE 6.—Funds for research and development performance
as percentage of net sales, in manufacturin ipanies
dove] nt by Industry and size







1000 to 5000 or
. re
:al «U2 2.2 2.1 H.9
Food and kindred
products .3 (b) .2 .3
Textiles and apparel .5 .5 .5 .5
Eiicals and applied
products H.3 2.0 *y • x. 5.2
Rubber products 2.0 X.] .9 2.2
Kachinery 4.2 2.9 1.9 5.8
Fabricated metal
products 1.7 x . 1,0 2.7
Electrical equipment
and communications 11,3 6.1 5.0 13,6
Motor vehicles a
other transporta-
tion equipment 3.H (b) 1.0 3.6
Professional
instruments 8.3 5.1 5.3 10.7
Source: National Science Foundation, Fa . -...• "
Research and Development in Industry, 1959
?
Surveys of Science
ResfM ~~ '.eries, HUT 52-3, Table A-20 (Washington I U.
Government Printing Office, 1962), p. 72.
Not separately available but included in the total.
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the us© of competitor expenditures as a guideline. Sources
of funds used by competitors include published financial
statements, estimates of research space used by competitor
number of personnel employed, expansion of activities, and
so on. This system has the advantage of keeping the company
constantly attuned to the activities of its competitors*
However, this system is basically defensive. It does not
indicate how much more profit could have been made had re-
search expenditures been incre - ther factor to
considered is the objective of the competitor companies.
Unless the objectives of both companies are the same, research
expenditures are meanii tires* As with the case of .
projected figure, the competitor's bt should only
be used as a guide, and not final standard or basis
for the research a) velopment budget.
Still other companies base . rch budgets on
company growth rate in line with basic corporate objectives,
for example a company plans or projects growth at the
be of 10 percent annually, then research and development
budgets are also increased at that rate, regardless of
competitor forecasts or projected sales figures. This system
has the definite advantage of integration of the research
budget with long-v corporate planning. Of course, for
a workable system, the long-range program and the project
lections must be realistic.
Another method of budgeting is to develop projects
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based on their own merit. Each potential project is
evaluated on the basis of potential profit to the company.
The rate of return of each project is then compared linst
some predetermined standard. The higher the project*
s
yield in comparison with the standard, the more desirable
it is. The company supports and budgets projects which seem
:
: to fit corporate objectives. The disadvantage of this
type of approach is that it is difficult to measure accurately
the ultimate financial potential of a project.
The use of formulas in selecting and evaluating,
research projects has been discussed to some length in
previous sections. Formulas are also used to indicate some
of the important factors in considering total budget levels.
Projects can be ranked on the basis of effective rates of
return and then compared with cost or risk standards. One
such formula for d>- ining project acceptability is known











= net estimated income from the project's results
in any £*"
a the last year in which inc K-ted
*Ibid . a p. 2 98. A number of other formulae th
been qui- aful in industrial resear liscusi n Quinn,
n f Yardsticks '' U tstriaj - • • ch




9 « probability of receiving the £* income
0^ a the net incremental investment in any i year
i a tbe year hence in which the income or outlay
will occur
R « the project' ;C of return on total funds invested
Another technique for establishing the amount to be
budgeted for different purposes wa3 described by Ralph H#
Hanley in a paper presented at an Industrial Research Confer-
ence. In approaching the question of how much to appropriate
for research, two purposes should be recognized which are:
1. To maintain the company's current position in the
face of . . , competition. This is called product
maintenance and consists of improving exist!
products and processes. • . . The amount we must
spend on such work in re lei t ion to sales or profits
depends upon the nature of the business and.
specially upon the caliber of our competition.
In the packaged food field in which competition
is tremendous, today's market leader soon becomes
tomorrow's "Model T" unless a new and improved
model is constantly in course of development.
2. To insure continuation and growth into the
future. Two types of research contribute to
this purpose, viz., (1) fundamental research
in the company's field of interest, and (2)
development of new products. Since the amount
of product maintenance research is largely
determined by what must be done to keep abreast
of competition, fundamental research and new
product development constitute the principal
areas where decisions must be made relative to
how much and what kind of research to carry on.*-
Ra;
. Hanley, "Translating Economic Aspects of
7 Policy into Research Policy," paper presented at
the Fifth Annual Conference on Industrial Research, Columbia




It is obvious from the above paragraphs that
there is no best method or technique in establishing the
ant to be spent on research and development projects.
Some companies use a rule-of-thumb method, others use a
sales projection figure, others may use a sophisticated
formula, and others may use intuitive judgment. Whether
one of the above or a combination of various methods are
used, the amount determined for the research budget is the
first step in management financial control of the research
Lvities.
Preparing the detailed budget
II, II fell Ill I llllll LI Ml I II I. . !!!. I iWlll I
The process of preparing the research budget differs
considerably from that followed in pre ig a manufactu
budget. In preparation of the latter, management begin-- with
the expected volume of production or sales, whereas the
detailed budgeting of research costs starts with the considera- |
I
tion of personnel and facilities available. The number of
qualified scientific and technical personnel is the key to
the research budget.
Generally the detailed research budget is divided
into two separate documents, one by source of expense and
another by projects.
Source of expense budget. --The first of the two types
» in ii*. i in in ii i»i" * *
of budget presentations is comparatively easy to prepare.
The degree of complexity is largely dependent upon the amount
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of money involved, the size of the research organization,
the amount of detailed information required. The basic
classifications would include* payrolls, supplies and
"erials, and other direct operating costs. A description
of some of the typical classifications of the expense bud-
are outlined below:
1. The payroll section might include:
a. Salaries of professionally train lientists
b. Salaries and wages of laboratory technicians,
draftsmen, etc.
c. Wages of service employees, etc.
d. "'ages of hourly workers borrowed from
Operating departments as required.
2. Materials and supplies consist of two major
categories:
a. Expendable equipment purchased for specific
projects
b. Supplies and materials of a more permanent
nature
3. Other direct costs:
a. ?>ok3 9 periodicals, professional dues, etc.
b. Travel expenses
c. Taxes, depreciation, and insurance
d. Costs of service facilities
Adolph G. Lurie, "Controlling Research Costs with
kldget« w Administr. Control and Executive Action, eds.
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The project budge-c .—Although it once was common to
budget only the total R and D cost, now only the smallest of
organizations budget without the project budget. Most cc
feel that the important phase of research budgeting for cost
control is the project budget formulation. Major classifica-
tions of the project budget might include:
1. Improvement in the manufacture of present products
2. Research and development of new products
3. Projects requested by customers or other departments
H, Fundamental or basic research having no commercial
value
Balance vailable for projects to be authorized
1
at some future date.
Figure 9 is a sample project budget similar to the
type described above. The total of the various items in this
bud houid agree with the amount indicated on the source
of expense document. The total budget amount for each project
is an important factor for management control purposes. Control
of the total expenditure should be maintained to decide whether
reject shoul continued or scrapped. A more detailed
type of project budget is shown in Figure 10.
B« C. Lemke and James Don Edwards (Columbus, Ohio; Charles
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a„ Projects in progress
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Figure 10.—Detailed project budget for R and Da
PROJECT BUDGET
Project A123**5
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Total Cost for period v • I X - :xxx
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Source: James Brian Quinn, "Budgeting for Research,"
•Ok of Industrial Research Management. Figure 3, p« 303.
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Some companies only budget labor costs by projects
because they feel that material and supplies costs are not
worth detailed planning , These companies normally include
terials and supplies on a separate expense budget. Few
companies budget overhead directly to projects unless the
work is bei to an outside organization. Government
contracts usually include the overhead costs, and therefore
this item should be included in the separate project budget.
T he C :; p i. c a 1 Budge t . --A 1 on g» with the classification
and project budgets, research groups frequently prepare a
capital acquisition plan. This plan or budget usually
includes such items as special or general test equipment.
Although this equipment may be directly associated with a
project included in the project budget, it is usually sub-
mitted separately. In addition, most organizations realize
that it is not possible to forecast all equipment needs, and
consequently, the capital plan often includes a large
miscellaneous section.
Once the research budgets are prepared, they provide
the basis for subsequent control to make sure that plans and
projects are carried out in accordance with prescribed objec-
tives. As the projects programs continue, management
should periodically review and make budget revisions. Unused
funds are shifted from one project to another, new products




Generally, the objective of a financial control
system is to ensure that a company does not run out of money.
The major objectives of a financial control system of any
activity within a company would include, the followin-\\
1. To provide cost information useful in planning
and controlling cost of research.
2. To determine the amount of research cost
applicable to various projects, products, and processes.
3. To provide data for periodic company financial
reports.
Although the objectives of cost control within a
research activity are the same as other activities within a
concern, the technique involved is ordinarily somewhat
different because research activities are largely non-repeti-
tive and the end product r;ay be only basic knowledge rather
than a tangible product or process.
Control over research costs is concerned primarily
with keeping actual costs in line with the budgeted estimates.
Generally the purposes of cost control in its application
to research activities are:
Walter B. McFarland, "Research Cost Accounting
and Control," Handbook of In 1 .. . . . .d Research Management
,
Carl Heyel, p. 3X4.
;
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1. To make sure that the plan expressed in the
budget is followed by directing funds into
projects of types desired.
2. To avoid spending research fw ^productive
or nonresearch activities.
3. To stimulate an attitude of dollar-consciousness
so that research personnel will attempt to




To keep the total spent for research within the
ait set by the. appropriation for the period.-*-
Defining posts
A clear definit . -t is to be included in
research and development costs is required as a basis if
costs are to be used as reliable guides in managerial decision
r
.. . Maurice J. Moss has described one company's practice
follows?
What Should Be Included—
i. Pure research, i.e., direct research or experimentat
on general problems having no particular connection
with the various products currently being manufactured
by the plant,
2, Projects directing experimental or development
effort toward the creation of new processes or
new product or group of products to be manufactured
by the plant. It is not intended that this should
cover minor changes in which an existing product
is replaced by, or improved by another. Major
developments resulting in an entirely new product
or process should be included, although they replace
current products.
3. Projects directing experimental or development
effort toward any improvement to a specific product




improvement in an existing process. This
category would include any work necessary to
correct production difficulties which have
existed in products or processes since the
product was considered acceptable for the trade.
«+. All further work beyond the developmental stage
n* •ry to get a new product, model, or item
of equipment ready for normal production and sale.
5. Projects for the purpose of desi • and construct!
new types of equipment or improvements to existing
equipment which shall be used in our manufacturing
processes and which will effect a change in any
existin .recess in the plant.
What Should Mot Be included--
1. Technical advice or service rendered to production
departments in order to help them out of difficulty
or to carry on their normal operations.
2. Trouble shooting which is necessary to correct
production "iculties which occur from time
to time and which have reduced normal standards
of products or processes.
3. Any other work done which is essential to normal
operations (in contrast to new work which can be
done, or not done, depending on the wishes of
management)
•
*4. The cost of producing, experimentally or otherwise,
any material or article on the specific order of
a customer when the material or article cannot
reasonably be expected to lead to a product which
will be added to our regular line.
5. Routine tests necessary for normal production
procedure on a regular product.
^
Classifyim costs
« I » «! I !
In classifying research costs it is essential to begin
1
Maurice J. Moss, "Development Costs Incurred in the
Plant," N.A.C.A. Bui. i I (May, 1954), pp. 1115-1116 quoted
in "Accounting for sarch and Development Costs," MA.C.A .
Bulletin (June, 1955), pp* 1384-1385,
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h the purposes for which the costs are desired by management
at various levels. In classifying research costs answers
to the following questions should be considered:
1. How much was spent for R and D?
2. Who spent it?
3. For what were the costs incurred?
h. hat was the application of the research effort?
(i.s., classification by project and division.)
In accounting for the total expense for research,
one or more control accounts are needed. For example,
pany might use these accounts: research expense, whi
would include the costs of operating a research center
,
pilot
plants, outside services, and staff expenses; research develop-
t expense, which would include tests made by the company
at the request of the R and D center; and engineering develop-
ment expense, which would include costs incurred in the
development and application of a new product or process.
In determining the amount spent on research and
development, a clear underStan to be included
in research costs must be established. Since the research
department must justify expenditures in terms of results,
should only be charged with the costs of research activi-
ties. For example, fundamental or basic research should be
included, since it covers work leading to new techno1c
HcFarland, loc. cit., p. 317.
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although the work may have no bearing on present products.
At the same time, other items seem to get into the research
bud they should not be there. For example , the
cost of technical advice to help the product department out
of difficulty; trouble shooting to correct product errors;
cost-reduction activities in the production department; a v
technical services to the marketing department do not belong
in a research account. All work of a service nature should
be charged to the department for which it is performed.
Another important decision is to establish when
research responsibility and cost ends. The following guides
have been used in terminating costs;
1. ','hen production accepts the product or proces-.
2. When commercial sale be In .
3. When a pilot plant produces small quantities for sale.
4
.
When the product is turned over to the engineering
department for coiainer'cial design.
5. When production drawings, a working model, and
st d manufactur I ractices are. complete.
6. en the product has been manufactured long enr
how that it can be produced in quantity.
7. When the product is transferred to a manufacture
company or product division, ^-
The answer to the question, "Who spent it?" is
fairly easy if responsibility codes are established. By
Edward P. Burnhaia, "Controlling the Costs of






est ^ codes to identify various laboratories and
subdivisions, the spender can be readily identified.
For proper planning and control, management must
know for what purpose costs are incurred. Research costs
arise from such basic sources as salaries, supplies, and
rent. However* other expenses peculiar to research activities
are also incurred. The various sources or items of expenditure
should be established which will be most helpful to management
control.
Financial control is primarily exercised by controlling
the application of effort and facilities to the various
programs and projects. Here it is important to know how
much was spent by type of research and for individual products
or processes. A cumulative record of costs incurred as woz^k
progresses on individual projects is essential to financial
control.
The objective of cost control is not to reduce the
amount spent on research* If the actual amount of funds
ent for research is less than the budgeted amount it is
likely that the planned work is not progressin it should.
Cost control is attained by the control of time, suppli
,
and services devoted to the research effort.
In research a considerable portion of the expense
is composed of salaries and charges related to t and
equipment. These costs are more or less fixed as Ion?; as the
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program is not altered. Records showing how employees
time is being used is one of the most useful management
control tools. One of the important aspects of cost control
as applied to research and development is summed up by Walter
B. McFarland, Manager of Research, National Association of
Accountants when he says;
. . . in applying control techniques to research
costs, time of scientists and technicians should
not be consumed with avoidable paper work, nor
should accounting requirements restrict research
operations. Instead, the proper function of account-
ing is to help research management get more research
for the funds available and to relieve research
personnel of financial record-keeping functions.*
R and D cost with sales income.—TwoI»iii n i i I ill I I I I pi I
alternatives are available for matching research and
development costs with sales income:
1. Charge cost against sales income of the period
in which, the costs are incurred.
2. Defer research costs and amortize these costs
over subsequent periods.
Usually costs are charges against current expenses
for the following reasons:
I. Research is a recurring annual cost of continue
in business. In many respects, it is similar
to advertising and general administrative expenses.
To expense such costs and to take them i tax
deduction in the year incurred is generally con-
sidered to be sound financial management.
'McFarland, loc. oit., p. 33 0.

10?
2. Benefits fro eific rese. expenditures
are always uncertain and year\ pass before
success or failure of a project becomes apparent.
To defer costs cf a project until the cutcorne
is known may result in building up a large asset
ace ce of uncertain value. If tr,
accumulation of costs then has to be written off,
nual profits may be distorted. To avoid such
problems, management usually prefers not to
capitalize research costs.
3. Benefits received from research can seldom
related to sales income received in any given
period. Many projects which fail to accomplish
their objectives yield incidental knowledge
which proves to have great value at some future
e« Moreover, the useful life of knowleti
gained by research cannot be predicted with
sufficient reliability to guide amortization
of costs over the future periods benefitted,
4. Failure to match costs and income from individual
projects does not distort annual net income when
research costs are consistently expensed, if
the amount spent for research is reasonably
stable from year to year.-^-
Certain conditions may lead companies to defer
research and development costs. The principal conditions
ter which deferral may be considered are:
1. VJhen research of :cope is done for
outsiders on a contract basis, costs applicable
to each contract are accumulated and charged
against income from the contract when the
customer is billed. The situation is anc
manufacture of goods to a customer 's order,
and the same methods of accounting for costs
by job orders are i o.
2. Costs incurred for research projects vrhich
require unusually large expenditure r> a
specific income-producing objective • • „






fcer income from the project begins to
flow in, the accumulated research costs are
amortized over a period of two or three years.
. , . Capitalization under such circumstances
carries the risk of serious impact on a company's





The philosophy which forms the basis for the American
patent system was framed by our forefathers in the American
Constitution:
The Congress shall have Power ... To promote the
Progx-ess of Science and useful Arts, by seeuri
for limited Times to . . • Inventors the exclusive
ht to their . • . Discoveries ; . • . •*•
The intensive interest of the founders . . •
is further evidenced by the fact that Geor
Washington, in his First Message to Congress,
ted, "I cannot forebear intimating to you the
-adienee of giving effectual encouragement . • .
the exertions of skill and genius in producir
new and. useful inventions. "^
The patent laws of the United States were contemplated
by the authors of the United States Constitution and are
today codified as Title 3S of the United States Code. No
oussion of the i -rial aspects of industrial research
devel mt would be complete without considering the
iness and legal considerations of patent policies.
Man snt must be knowledgeable in both of these areas.
U. S», Co; -lution . Art. 1, Sec. 8, 8th clause.
o
'. Lueck, "Patents For Federally Finane
Research: Title vs. License Policy," Research M •'flt
.
,




Basically, the purpose of patent law is to create a
property right for the inventor and to exclude others for
a limited period from the use c invention. In discussing
the impact of patent law upon research, H. J. Schneider,
lecturer on patent law has this to say:
e patent system today, as an incentive to
continued investment in research, appears to be
most useful in prom* I the progress of science.
This incentive operates to bring the inventive
fruits of research to market through the exclusivity
offered by paten' nts in recoupin cost and
risk involved. Whether or not the patent incentive
directly stimulates invention depends upon the
inventor, • • • some inventors chose to assume
all the risks of making and marketing* . « • Patent
protection is ... an incentive to public disclosure
of new inventions. . . . Whether or not secret use
is a real alternative to patents . . • depends upon
the situation; a head start of a few months may be
adequate to recoup research costs in some cases a.
totally inadequate in others,-*-
There is a certain relationship between patents and
research; the two are not inseparable. In some cases patent
s are vital to a company, and some research, no matter
how useful, is not patentable. However, one thing can be
xnitely said, in looking ahead, patents and competition
are ins< lie. Companies which do not move promptly to
patent an invention, will have no assurance that others will
not patent th duct.
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The ultimate objective of the time, money, and
effort spent in patenting a product or process is to create
a larger return on investment or . -iater profit for the
pany. it are some of the ways a patent can be employed
to realize a greater profit for the concern?
The primary use of a patent is to protect an exclusive
market. the patent provides a competitive advantage and
Ludes others fre king, using, or selling the product,
the company is in a position to maximize profits on the product.
One patent alone may establish the position of the manufacturer1
and enable him to market a full line of supplemental products.
A second use of the patent is to share a market by
licensing competitors. Cash returns from royalties are
sometimes preferable when factors such as the following are
presents
1. The licensing of other manufacturers to assist
in expanding a market.
2. A company may, for various reasons, be unable
to supply a short-lived demand.
3. A relatively quick return by licensing may
help finance further research.
Although the primary uses of patents are indicated
in the preceding paragraphs, other applications are worthy
of note. One domain of research is to develop products well
•
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ahead of the market. The purpose of the patent is to protect
these products for future marketing • Other patent holdings
are directed toward gaining a foothold in a new field. And
vther value of the patent is to establish a defensive
at or priority of an invention against later inventors.
Evaluating Patent Property
A company involved in research ordinarily has t
intent to create patent rights from resecirch inventions.
Therefore, there is a responsibility placed on research
management to establish a patent program for acquiring title
to patent rights. Basically, there must be an agreement
between the research employee and employer to the effect that
the employer has the right to inventions made by employees.
In addition, various written records of inventions are
ortant for both administrative and legal reasons. It is
beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss the 'details of
these written agreements and records.
Periodic reviews of the records and invention reports
are essential for long range success in a patent program.
Decisions to file patent applications are based on the
estimate of future value of the invention, although this is
often difficult because the projected value is frequently
undeterminable . However, the advan' , the limitations,
and the implications of the technological value of t!
inventions must be considered in making the decision as to the
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feasible patentability of the product.
The final decision to file or not to file is primarily
zn economic one. Simply because a considerable amount of
money has been spent in research and development is not
sufficient reason to spend more money on patenting the results
of research. Considerations to be taken into account should
inclur
1. The probable value of the patent to the company.
Man st consider the action of an exclusive
ket, the protection of company prestige, the morale of
the research inventor, and advances being made by competitors
in the field.
2. Doubts concerning the commercial value of the
patent, are usually resolved in favor of patenting* Very
infrequently are cases &n open-and-shut matter. Inventions
which are considered speculative are usually promising in
the future is always uncertain.
3. Timing is of the essence in filing a patent.
Competitors may have received some publicity concerning the
research efforts, and a delay in filing may lead to an
inability to prove priority with respect to others who file
at an earlier date.
The Patent Counsel
The studies of the Patent, Trademark, and Copyright
Foundation of The George Washington University show that
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between 1946 and 1959, there v 27,000 patents issued. x
With this staggering number of patents the job of the company
.ent attorney to protect the company's overall interests
is an important one. Not only does the preparation a
prosecution of patent applications require highly specialized
skills, but the protection of patent property requires a
high degree of competence. Included among the more important
functions of the patent counsel or attorney are the following:
J. . He must prepare in detail the applications for
the filing of patents in the Patent Office. Here a knowle
and complete understanding of the invention is necessary in
order to eliminate non-essential details and generalizations.
2. He usually participates in or conducts t]
negotiations involving contracts which affect patent rights*
For example, a contract provision with the government often
provides for releasing patent rights in future inventions.
In agreements of this type, provisions must b te to
patent inventions already made or to exploit patents obtained
in other areas.
3. He must control and supervise patent litigation
initiated by or against the company. In addition, an
important responsibility of the counsel is to avoid suits
by holders of adverse patent rights. A close liaison
between the research de end the patent counsel is
Lueck, ioc. cit., p. 1H1.
•.
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helpful In order that remedial action can be taken before
nditures are made on unmarketable products.
In summary, all of the result- research, do not
wilt in Invention . Inventions are sometimes difficult
to cease by. In the final analysis, "The variables in the
relationship between dollars spent for research and inventive
results can be ameliorated by patenting and skillfully
ioying the inventions made.*1 *
'Schneider, toe, cit., p. 178.

SUM.
When an activity grows from a very modest beginning
<ajor status ^ it is difficult to see the
"forest for the trees." La is the case of industrial
research and development. The position of research in the
category of big business is obvious after indicating so;
the trends in the field of research and development today
and in the past. In 19** 0, less than one-half billion dollars
was spent for R and D, and in 1961 over $14 billion was sp-
All indications are that there will be an increased annual
rate of spending for R and D in the years to come. rata
economic growth which has characterized the United States
in the past indicates the stance of research and develop-
ment in American industry today and in the future. The
expanding Gross National Product of the United States during
the past 25 years has been accompanied by a corresponding
or even more rapid increase in R and D expenditures. The
future seems clear: future economic growth means expanding
research and development activities.
Research and development in today 1 s era of unprecedented
technological activity and progress appears to have a more
important effect in the future of a company than any other




top company executives to think more and more about the
movement of the management of research activities. The
natural stimulus behind this concern stems from the rapid
growth rate of research, the projected growth for the next
decade, the role of science and technology in the economic
growth of the nation, the interest in increased profits, and
•tly the need of better management because of increased
petition. There is a realization on the part of management
that research is required for competitive survival alone in
many industries. Without a doubt, R and D 1 has become one of
the major components of modern industry, and has become a
powerful instrument in economic development and national
prestige.
The following facts cannot be disputed. In current
dollars, outlays for industrial research and development
increase from $3.6 billion in 195H, to $10.5 billion in 3 961,
an increase of almost 200 per cent; in 1960, 387,000
scientists and engineers were employed in all sectors of
the economy as compared with 223,000 in 1954; and the total
number of persons employed in company R and D laboratories
increased from 200,000 in 1950, to 780,000 in I860, dur
'
which time the total labor force in the United States increased
by only one-eighth* e trends of the past decade obviously
cannot be continued indefinitely; however, it is predicted
that the total spending for F and D in the United States
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will probably reach the $15 „ 5 billion mark for 1962, and
it is probable that by 197 $3 0-$4Q billion will be the
annual expenditure for research and development* In 1962
the expenditures for space programs alone are likely to
:h the $5 billion r*e, an increase of $1.5 billion
over 1961.
This rapid growth and the relative newness of
research in American industry has created many management
problems. As a result of the need of industrial research
for competitive survival and the resultant increased
expenditures directed toward research and development t
•:ment has developed a realization that there must be
an improvement in the effectiveness and efficiency in the
and D area. Directly related to effectiveness and efficiency
of management are the problems of establishing corporate
objectives, integrating the objectives cknd programs of
aareh with corporate objectives, and planning, budgeting,
and controlling the research function.
In order to function more effectively and efficiently
the following management techniques must be considered;
I. Total corporate objectives must be established.
These objectives must be of such scope and
vision so as to provide meaningful guidance to
research programs. In establishing a firm set
corporate objectives which stimulate research
in the proper direction, certain long-raj
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corporate planning problems must be considered.
The company must decide what kind of business it
wants to be in and the kind of markets in which
it will compete; the company must decide whether
it will compete in a wide variety of products
or concentrate on only a few major product items;
the company must determine its rate of growth
which should be based on company advantages and
particular limitations; and the company must
determine to what extent growth will depend on
research, as growth by research is only one of
the methods of company expansion,
2. After establishing the basic corporate objectives,
a company should look ahead to the forecasts of
future product needs and trends. It is important
to consider economic, sociological, and techno-
logical forecasts before detailed research
programs are established.
3, Return on investment and growth of earni -re
undoubtedly the most crucial profit standards
of a company. It is therefore necessary to
take a close look at past and future sales,
profit, and capital requirements for both
existing and proposed products and processes.




The last step in the planning stage should be
the development of an overall business strate. .
based upon corporate objectives, forecasts, and
the projected profit plan. This research strategy
should be based on the future market and custoi
trends, and how the company can best meet its
objectives in light of competition and other
opposing pressures. In general this strater
plan should emphasize company strengths and
minimize to a great extent the strengths of
competitors. The effect of this overall plan
should permit capitalization on long-ter
opportunities which might be difficult to
appreciate on a short-term basis.
There must be established a system of selects
research projects that fit company operations,
objectives, and plans for the future. It has
en found that there is no "best" source for
ideas and proposals for new products and processes,
therefore all sources should be considered. In
lition a screening method should be established
in order to decide upon the projects which fit
the interests and needs of the company. Two
critical considerations in connection with the
selection of a project include: (1) the amount
of working capital available which can be devoted
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to the project and (2) the amount of investment
capital available to utilize the ultimate results
of the research effort. Companies have been
known to invent a product that was beyond the
company* s financial capability to commercialize.
6. Research List be controlled, however the problem
in R and D management is to strike a critical
balance of controlling yet allowing enough freedom
so that creative effort of the scientist is not
stifled in the process. One of the primary control
tools is the research budget. The best indication
that a manager has of what is going on is by
studying actual expenditures in comparison with
the budgeted expenditures. In establishing the
research budget the amount to be spent is an
ortant decision, and various quantitative
and qualitative factors must be considered in
arriving at the final figure. In line with
budgeting* control of costs plays an important
part. Costs must be defined and classified,
a system of cost control must be established,
and an important dividing line must be established
at the point when research costs end and production
costs begin.
7. Research must be evaluated. With t spent
annually for research and development, managers
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are thinking more and more about the results
obtained research expenditures. With an
adequate evaluation system weaknesses of projects
can be observed before costly mistakes are made,
past performance can be utilized for planning
future programs, results of research can be
appraised for maximum commercial exploitation,
the output of technical personnel can be better
measured, and comparisons with competitors are
simplified. There have been many methods proposed
for the evaluation of research, there have been
volumes written on the subject, but there is no
uniform or generally accepted procedure for
evaluating the results of the research effort*
Approximately one-third of the industrial research
laboratories have adopted formal evaluation
procedures to some degree, however there are
almost as many evaluation methods as there are
research activities* Three dominant evaluation
techniques a.re found in current thinkin, (1) the
quantitative approach which usually makes use
of compile --lae, (2) the qualitative
approach which relies basically on managerial
judgment, and (3) a compromise or integrated
approach which combines the other two techniques
and further subdivides the evaluation process into
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technical and economic evaluation.
8. Management must consider the patentability
of the product or process which has been
developed. Patent and competition are inseparable.
Companies who do not fflove rapidly and patent a
product are liable to find themselves oat of a
market. Competition is likely to beat them to
the Patent Office.
Some of the batsie problem areas of industrial research
management have been discussed in this paper, together with
some of the managerial methods and techniques used in industry
today to cope with these problems. The public-private sector
of research and development and the associated problems have
been intentionally eliminated as this sector would constitute
frudy in itself. The emphasis purposely has been placed
on the various problems faced by R and D management and the
techniques that are being used in industry today, NT o definite
solutions have been proposed. The answers to the many problems
faced by today's growing research activities is the role of
research management. They must look ahead, attempt to
integrate the goals and objectives of the company with the
programs of the research activities. If there is a conflict
;een the philosophy of top management and research directors,
both will be -working toward endless answers. In order to
nlize corporate objectives, to maximize profits, to increase

12H
basic knowledge as rapidly as possible, and to stimulate
research activities, there must be a realization that research
separate activity. Research is a big business, and
for maximum results there must be better overall management
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